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Foreword

.
The ERIC First Analysis of the 1979-80 National High, School De-
bate Resolutions is published by the Speech Communication'.Asso-
ciation in cdoperation with the Educational Resources Information
Center Clearinghouse op Reading and Cqmmunication Skills
(ERIC/RCS). ''Me ERICtRCS Clearinghouse is supported by the
NationarInstitute of Education whiph has as one Of its missions the )

dissemination of 'knowledge to improve plassrooti practices. ihis
ERIC information 'analysis-paper, is unique in that it is intended
for direct use by high school students as-well as by their,teathers.

ERIC First Analysii, published annually since 1973, provides
debaters with guidelines for researth on the detette resolutions
selected bly the National UniversitY EXtension Association's Com-
mittee on Discussion and Debate. periodic surveys of teachers of
debate, have indicated that First Analysis has proved 'to be an
excellent resource for students in their study of issues and argu-
ments..It incorporates an instructional approach designed to' avoid
"par cases and "canned" evidence..

"This year the resolutions center on consunier interests. Through
the' study sf, David Wagner's analysis, students will become aware
of the breadth and depth Of the issues involved in the debate reso-'
lutions. Teachers will also find the resource useful in planning
debate workshops and in teaching students about the processes of
research in argumentation. Individuali3 studying the problenis of
consumer interests in classes or 'in other contexts not related to
debate will find First Analyais to be a valuable guide to issuekand
resources.

To be a "first" analysis, the manuscript 'Must be prepared in a
period of six' weeks after the Pebruary 1, announcement' of the
national debate. topic. The author's thorough analysis of issues
and sources in so lihort a time and his adaptation of the ,analysis
,to the needs of high school debaters are tributes to his,experience
and excellence as a formits educator.

Carolyn-Del thifittilf, Bernard' O'Donnell
Asiociate Director Director
Speech Modult, ERIC/RCS ERIC/RCS
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1980-81 High School Debate
Ptob lem Area and Resolutions

. -

Debate Resolutions

How can the interests
of Unitpd States ,consumers

best be seried?

Resolved: That- the- federal government should initiate and en-c
force safety guarantees oh vonsumer goods..

-

Resothetl: That thelederal government should establish GR'brm,
standards for the regulation of commercial adver-

Using.

Resolved: That the -federal" government should establish uniform
standards for testing and marketing all products with

L, potentially carcinogenic etfects on humans./

vi

4.
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Preface
P

The purpose(; of this publication is to 'provide a brief overview
of the 1980-181 high school debate resorUtions.. The deision-
making procesi for selecting the problem area and resolutions is
vastly different from the systern-hsed for determining the college
debate topic. Last December, 'the National University Extension

'Association, (NUEA) Committee on Discussion and Debate met
in Kansas City, Mitsouri and offered three problem areas and nine
tesolutions for consideration. After a month Of balloting by the
various state and nationat forensic leagues, the consuiner interest
problem ivon the referendum. The final resolution will notibe
determined until December 1980, although an .early preferende
has been shown for the' Consume; goods and, to a lesser degree,
the commercial advertising resolutions. This latter topic ig con-
siderablyiliarrovicer-than the former.

. Whichever resolution is finally .selected, the debater will have a
tremendous amount, of research material to assimilatie. The five
chapters of thia.book are intended to prepare debaters NI' their own
efficient investigation of the problem area: The five chapters are:
(1) problem area overview, including basic concepts of regulation
and-risk, definitions of consumer, protection strategies and agencies,
and sample solutions; (2) the first. r,esolution, consumel goods;(a).
the commercial advertising resolution; (4) the carcinogenic sub-
stances resolution; and (6)'getting started, research and evidence.
At the,end of ths_final chapter are footnotes for each chapter and
selectectbibliogiaphies- on the general consumer interest ayea.

Since this text has, been written extremely early in the hiew
debate year, it cam.hardly encompass all possible cases which,
colld be developed under any of the resolutions. This publication
should be used to establish early research priorities on theamost
likely affirmative and negative arguments. The opinions expressed
in this work do not represent the official position Of either the
.NUEA or of the Speech Communication Association. 'In most
instances the consensus view of debate theory is presented, which
May not represent ,the personal view of the author. As a general

a
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viii Preface%

yule, this text emphasizes the practical rather than the exotic.
All the wititing and research assignrnents;for this publication

were done by the author. However, Carl Douma, a senior debater
at Calif orhia Sfate Upiversity, Sacramento, was invaluable in
securing, documents and offering suggestions on potential case
arguments. Most of the manuscript typing war"; done. by. Karin

? Stodder. Final editing and ropfreading assistAce was gratefully

The' task of compiling e material and finishing the menu-
accepted from Christine W er. .

,

scriPt Under rjgOrous time constraints has .been made easier by
, the patience and understanding of both my family and theStaff

and faculty of the Department:of Communication Studies. it if.; i
hoped that the material' provided in *this publication will benefit '
debaters and coaches, and 'Serve to introduce an exciting topic
to audiences tuid judges. . ,

a. J. - -
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David L. Wagner
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, The Problem Area:
. Consumer Interests

Hoar Can the.. Interests :of United States Consumers Best
Be Served'? ..

Basic Questions

The answers i,o ihe' bask qUestions pose'd by this year's debate
toptic are, of.great, concern to everyone m.society.. Perhaps tl-le thost
basic issue to'be addressed in consideration of all three resolUtions
is who, will decide what level of riik is acCeptable for,the public t6
bear. There is risk invOlved in every facet of lifedriving an auto-
mobile, walking, sniokin, drinking a diet soda, or mowing the
lawn. As. a mzitter of fact, Consurner Product Safety Commission
(CP80) statistics indicate that even staying in bed is &safe. The
real question then "is not whether we will have risk at all, but how
much risk arid from what source.' Perhaps even more important,
the question is who shall decide.".i

Level of Risks? %
Why db we become alarmed at the prospects of nuclear poiver
yet tolerate ove 50,000 automobileipdeaths a year? We applaud
bizarre attempts to get .listed in the Guinne'ss Book of World.
Records or "we find ourselves serenely contemplating a person's
plaii to climb a dangerous Himalayan' peak at the same'time that'
we propose making it illegal for her to 'buy a can of Tab."2

Not only are researchers uncovering new risks, but also, *e are
to,ld,' "old activities, once thought *de, in fact pose substantitl

.."risks."3 Unfortunately, there is no way to avOid- a proliferation
of problems:

, .

/- ,New risks 'are the inevitable price of the benefits of progress in
an advanced Industrjal society. In order to have the energy nec.
essary to run our homes and out faries, we incur th'e risks of
enelrgy production, whether they re the risks or coal mining,
nuclear reactor accidents, or the chance alit a tree'svill fall (m.,

.14
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4. The Problem Area: Consumer Interests

a man Ulling firewood. In order to have mobility, we risk auto-
' -mobile accidents and illness from air pollution. Ih order to have

variety and convenience in our food supply, 'we risk cancer or
other toxic reactions from a4ditives.4

Of course not all risks are susceptible to the slime set of solu-
tions. For example; situations like air pollution, waste hazards,
and toxic pesticide contamination 'of food really do not allow the
individual-to take independent action to control risks,effectively..
These external hazards .are different from a "user-risk situation, .

where the user itrikeklly the, Only person expered tb danger
ancl where he can choose, whether .to take the risk. The former
risk situation calls for a governmental response, yhereis the lat.:
ter may require a program of consumer education and information
disseMination -to allow the individual to_make an infOrmed choice.

An additional complication arises when we- consider that even a
user-risk situation involves society at large. An injured individual
may require hospitalization or ambilland0 seryices and m# need
public welfare. or unemployment payinents to compensate for
lost wages. All of these involve expenditure ,a public ftinds;
therefore, there may not be a clear category of user Unrelated
to broader social congerns.

A secOnd consideration is that "there are great variationd in the
fisk/benefit circumstances of individultls."6 For instande, air pol-
lutibn poses .a greater health hazard for cigarette smokers, the
aged, and individuals who suffer pre-existing lung ailments. A
.similar,situation exists with use of saccharin:

We can, for instance, icientifY grgups that may have elevated
risks from saccharin: pregnant women, since their unborn chil-
dren" might lie. unusually sensitive (as the two-generatiqn rat
tests suggest), and children,. who not only might be more sensi-
live but who also have such a long life expectancy before them

- that an induced cancer would have ample time to develop. We
can as readily identify groups that are likely to have zero risk..
All persons fifty-eve years of age or older, for example, can
probably' use saccharin with impunity 'since the latent Oriod
for cancer induction would be longer thantheir remaining life

expectancy.7

The _existence qf 'these identifiable groups suggests that consumer-
protection standards must be' comjilex; no simple general solution 4.,*

seems plaatible.
,

Who Decides?
,

.

Once a definite tisk lias been discovered, the next step is to
determine the individuil or group resfonsible for protecting citi-

1



The-ProbleM Area: Consumer Interests ,` 3

zens from it. For centuries the philosophy mit one of caveat
emptor or "let the "buyer beware." "The conventional wisdom,
formerly placed the blame for product-related accidents 'on the'
consumer! Either the consumer ignored the warning or, if he did
read the warning, he misused or abustd the product."8 Or if the
consumer purchased a produCt which did not live. up to the

\ claims made about it, there was no recourse available except com-
plaining to the ieller.

The mOdern economic order is 'characterized by a series of
arm-length tranaactions. "Our economic interactions are numer-
ous and tomplek, and market mechanisms alone set few restraints
on such social crimes as pollutiori, industrial kttety hazards, and
consumer fraud ."9 The result, according to Joan Claybrook of
the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminiitration (NHTSA),
is that "safety regulation is 'normally imposed following gross
abuses that the marketplace does not correct. Its purpose iS to
prevent the re9urrence of certain harm, not to punish."° In order
for the marketplace to function -effectively, there must: be "a
condition of non-pligopolistic coinpetition arid a flow of essential
intormation to discerning consumera." Most' economists would
not characterize the American market a's meeting either of these

. precnnditions.

Dirett Regulation

Tockty, the goverqment is .einerking As a direct regulator of bUsi-
ness behavior. 'TlFedera1 Trade Commission (FTC) and a few
other involved agencies believe that this intervention does not
supplant the consumer but rather enhances the consumer's market
knowledge and power.'2 There are, certain chats Involved jn this
process.Noney a/located to safety on pollution deWces cannot be
used for research, development, or job creation. Regulations and
theresultant red tape often delay or destroy projects and' Create an
uncertain investMent climate. "The ability to innhvate is linked
directly to an Ability to invest, both in R & 'D and in production
facilities, land the willingness to innovate is linked directly to the
likelihood of an adequate reward."13

Perhaps. the best .example of this stifling of innovStion can,,be
seen m the drug industry. The Food and Drug Administration

,(FDA)-4-nust aparove drugs for usg in the United 'States. Industry
officials told ^eneral Accounting Office .(GAO) investigating
woup that "New Drug. Approvals [NDA]iare slow because FDA
guidelines are imprecise and subject,, to diffesent interpretations;
t DA often changes reviewers during the Cdurse of an NDA, which
slows1things doWn'; 'disagreements betweeh industry and FDA are

1
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4 The Problem Area: Consumer Interests

not early to resolve; and there are long periods of, delay after a
company submits an NDA before it .is notified by FDA of defi-
ciencies.' The J3sults, according tb Gregory?' Ahart, director of
GAO's human resource division, are that "the U.S. drug approval
system is generally slower than those of,other developed countries,
and lengthier scrutiny of U.S. drug applications doesn't guarantee
that drugs sold in the U.S. are any. safer,than those sold in, say,
,West Germany."." Drugs that are not marketed dile to regulatory
delay cannot be used to treat the ill.16 The solution is to stream-
line 'the new, drug-approval process which would foster needed
research and development, check rising costs, and speed the
'approval of needed drugs.' Certainly such allegations do not go
unanswered. Donald Kennedy, ihe FDA commissiOner, "argties
that thb drug lag is actually a yvorldwide problem sternming from
an exhaustion' of fruitful areas of drug research."18

At a more general level, government regulations are'responsible
for saving thousands of lives. Harvard law professor Lawrence
Tribe concluded:

, Infant deaths .from crib strangulation and'household poisons have
been cut in half by product kafety standards requiring closely,.,
spaced rib slats and childproof containers for dangerous sub-
stances. An estimated 200,000 Americans would not be alive
today but for the federal automobile and highway safety stan-
dards enacted since 1966. Carbon monbxide levels in eight rep-
resentative cities declined 46 percent between 1972 and 1976
a derlirie which may be linked to the recent reduction in heart
disease. And worker exposure to harmful doses of-Coal dust,
asbestos, lead, and -other toxic substances has been substantially
cut.I9

Direct regulations for health and safety also provide a finqncial
return. A Nader:affiliated 'firmly, the Corporate Accountability
Research Group, reported that tuch regulations provided Ameri-
cans with $35 billion in benefits last year' alone, and it is estimated
that thii amount will gro,w to $80.0- billion in 198.5. On balance
,the tfienefits of federal regulation usually outweigh the costs." A

1/ 'cost-benefit advantage is also claimed for the pollution
progam. The 'federal government was receiving $8 billion i ene-
fits from a program that cost only $6.7 billion. An Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) study estimates that if stationary source
pollution could be reduced by 60 percent, the "government could
increase labor productivity by $36 billion and Teilize an additional
$4 WIlion gain from/educed mortality."21
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4.

Indirect itegAlition

-

r

t:/-
An -alternative to directt regulation:is a'sr,tem which would titilize

.

tlw maikit mechanitini to bring abinti -desired behavior. FOr ex- .
a'mple, one prOposal for reducing' pothrtion would Cliarge industry
tin effluenp fee for' each incidetiCor waste water discharge,. Re-r
cently, 'Charles :Schultz,. of the president's Cottileik of Echnonlie s.

AdVtiors, claim foi a Change prograM 9f the OccdPationfil.
" Safety and,tieal klministztion. (OSirlA), 7"propoiea ,that gov-

erinnent4created incentives and.; disincentives would promOte
Sorker safety and hoilth-.mOre effectively, than tfiöu-shalr-not
rules.r2. Profeesor Tribe tnither eXplains:

, . "
faxing employirs, tor on-the:job' ihjuries,ta.theicworkers would . .

,vrbvide an effictive .Incentive to guarki against workpjace Agsej-'
dents hi the Most copt-effectiVe way. This and othei seltexecu.
ling enforsement deyicei wodld better sefve the' purposesi now e.

entrusted to an intrinsically inadequate irispection sYsSmillIWor-
kers themselves w6Uld enforce OSHA's standardslby fjling act.
eident reports.23

.Yet another application of the taxing Mechanism might be a Kau-
'tion to the problem- posed by use of saccharin. "Ode solotion re>/
lying upon incentives is to put ?Wm( on saccharin-sweetened pros
ducts, thereby introducing an optionally large price tifference
between these and their sugared substitutes. This would discourage
frivolous consumption of sacCharin products, while still permitting
persons with special needs for diet foods to obtain them."24 .

.10ormation Disseminatio

Yet another role for the government is that of disseminator of irf-
formation to " the public, For example, suppliohig information

6 about risks and benefits, of saccharin to ,consumers would allow
them to reach their own decision about. Use of this possible car-
cinogen. Federal requirements for placing warnings on cigarettes
have reduced the tar and nicotine inhaled by the average smOker.
A Federal Trade 'COmmission report estimates that "the average
consumption of cigarette tar and nicotine would have been 80 per-
cent higher in 1976 it publicity about'cigarette hazards had not
brougWabout the drop in hoth smoking and tar and nicotine
levels Or digarettes."25 This model shows how government inter-
vention provides necessary data for consumers to educate theM-
selves about the risks of using certain products.

1 3 /
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The frobleni Area: Corgumer Ihterests
a

In a final Model of involvement,,.the govetrunent provtdes thotre.
goods or serviCes whicli the private sector cannot ot wilL, not pro;
duce. The most recent eianiplerof this- policyjI,,yns the final devel-
opment of the swine flu .vaceipe. Prugimanufacturers, fearful of
-numerous liability lawsuits, refused to inaikei thet. vaccines To
break this deadlock, the federaligovernment "allowed thoke claim-.
ing injury from the y'accirie to sue the government in the first in-
stance; with the gdyertunent ethpowered to institute, a separale
suit to recover for negligence against manufacturers and Playsi-
cians."26 Thus,.. the*goverilMent piovided.the necessary incentive
for the Market niechanistn function. life similar vein, loan,guir-.

4ritees to Lockheed aAd Chrysler helped keep, these corporations
acfive in the Market. There arti even some mentures, such as' space

-. travel and satellite communication, which ire too risky for private .

investment withinit initial government involvement. In these ex- *

-e aniples it it the government itself which actually' guarantees the,
production of the consudier good.

elds We are now ready to explore the concepia involved in using the

term consunier.

C.
e

4
Defming the Beneficiary

The debate problem 'areaHow can the interests of ited States
consumers best be Served?calls for providing some äflvantage of
meeting some need of concern to American consumers. A first
step, is to define the consumer, the major beneficiary of such ac-
titan.

There are sev4a1 reasons why it is important to define major
terms. Underlying all of them is the essential requirement to se-
parate permissable areas for affirmative and 'negative inquiry.
Zarefsky "conveniently divides the totality of possibilities with
respect to a given question into two spheres: 'affirmativeland' rep-
resents the confines of the resolution, whereas 'negativeland' in-
cludes all other alternatives."'" In a debate sense, there is a need
tO clarify which areas can legitimatefL be claimed by each team
as their "turf." Pfau explains:

"Affirmativeland" does not, however, expand into a vacuum.
io the contrary, "affirmativeland" expands only athe ex-

/ pense of "negativeland." Al; negatives search for nonresolu-
tional alternatives to an affirmative plan, they do so within a
Contracting field.25

1
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1.

What are the practical ramifications of suCh coilicepts,as "aff
Illative land". land "negigiveland"? They focus the debater's att.!)

, tion 'on those areas which are important to researCh. Tliey a cilk
substance to tlie various options available to the negative. F r
eXample, cases of consumer complaint that, turn on the questio
of inherent defect 'or repairable part 'can beimore salearly delinea-
ted' through a definition of "inherency." qood opportunities for
nettatiVe icounterplanning or topica1ity4 ariumentatiOn often can
fesult froi'n analysis by definition. As noted in azecent textbook
on reaso ing, definitions, in addition to contributing to general
claritZ al help uncover tiie major issuevin disliute.29 Thus, at
t5e 'bkinn' g of any debate season, a comPrehendive,kriowledge
of the.yarious definitiona pertinent to the problem area is essential
tor identifying potentiai affirmative Casa, as'well as fec preparing
effective negatiye.cises. .1 tr.

Types of Definitions ,
-

there are various methods oi defhiing essential terms. One way is
to formally announce the meaning of each Word in the resolution
near the beginning of the 'first affirrrattive _speech:Another ap-
proach, which is more commonlY empkged, Is to define the reso-
lutthn operationally as the affirmative plan. It is assumed that this
concrete-plan Will embody the true.meaning of the essential words
of ethe debate, topic. Of course, specific definitions and arguments
which justify this particular nffirmative interpretation should be
kept in reser/e to be used if the negative issues a topicality chal-
lenge.

The, burden of supplying .a reasonable definition of terms rests
with the affirmative. Too often this obligation is misconstrued-as
being met by offering any definition. Actually, Wit; very important
to establish' a standard to 'measure how reasonable or rational the

, proffered definition really is. The care taken in developing this.
C, standard should ultimately determine the victor in a,clash of dif-

, fering approaches to the, resolution..
One yardstick iii to offer an intuitiVe idea of what a reasonable

person of common seppe would consider proper areas for consid-
eration under the debate topic. Sometimes this position" hi advoca-
ted without evidehce, and typically, references are made to what
the man in the street would consider topical. This approach, if
taken without using evidence, places the debater at the mercy of
the other team or the judge; they do nolLneect to supply mai)
real refutation to seriously weaken the %pact of this type oft

,
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.

defipition. Neverthelesi, A standard. dictionary definition, which
offers this typelof general consensup meaning for words, can pro-
vide added authority for the position.

Anothercapproachliies to discover, the spirit of the 'resolution
or the interest of the NUEA CoMmittee on Discussion and De-
bate. Certainly'tha pievision:of a problem area and the publication
of The Forensic .Quarterly makes this an easier task than in college
debate where a parameter statement is the''only additional' intor-
matidn conveyed by tife authors Af /the resolution. However use-,
ful the Available information may be early in the summer, most
debaters will research the topics more extensively t,tian the'Dis-
ctidsion .Cominittee. The pool of knowledge re4ed upon to formu-
late the resolution is quickly exhaustedand then'exceeded by
the industrious researcher. Thus, topicality should nstr be regarded
as a static issue, forever occupying fixed, immutable boundaries.
As additional. and nioreAborough sources are eiplored, ideas' of
what fits Within the topic should also change,

.kVet # third appioach requires examining the- gianimatical
i

con-
'text of the words and phrases n each resolution. The position of
adjectives, dependent or independent clauses, and prepositions
may 'provide an indication of the meaning of important terms.

A final method for discovering meaning is to examine what ex-
perts in various fields consider to be relevant information on e r

i n topics. For example, consumer is a very. specific term fo an
economist ar to a lawyer:. Legal, ,economic, and business diction-
aries each offer an exact definition of this term. Similarly, text-
books, laws, and congressional committees that deal yith con-
sumer interests also consider a variety of issues which are easily
researched. Concepts are clarified by policymakers wben they use

4 them in conjunction with certain topics. This field approach also
encourages the debater to consider different approaches to prob-
lems:

'I'hus, a special value of disputation.about a proposition's meaning
or about any or its terms is that it forces ,debaters to carefully
consider the differences in interpretation which apped across
fields. One confronts the nature of fields, as it were, face to face
when one grapples with differences in theinterpretations of speci-
fic terms. No better war of illustrating, tile differences between
communities of discourse immediately suggests itself."

" Consumer

Who is a consumer? Wbtit are those attributes which distinguish
,this role from many others played by citizens every day? Basically,
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a consumer is an actor in the economic or9ler, one. "'Mk buys
goods and services for personal use rather thran for intinufacture.
processing, or resale."3t Black's Law Dictionary offers a slightly
different view: "One who uses-economic goods and so diminishes
or destroys their utilities; opposed to producer."32.Theterm thus
applies to individuals acting for non-bUsiness purposes, using whatN
is produced by otbers. Some lionufacturers as they finish a pro-
duct could also be consumers ofikimary material under the legal
definition, although they are explicitly excluded -by the eco-
nomic concept. Legal memi s of related terms aan be found. in
Words and. Phrases:" ' means to use up, expend, waste,

- devour, with synonyms. destroy, Jallow up, engulf, absorb, waste,
ythaust, spend, expend,, squander, lavish, dissipate., burn up."33

So Interests

The -interests of United States consumer go far beyond those
specified in the three resolutions which delimit the problem area.
Synonymous terms include benefits, welfare, and concern.34 Con-
sumers are concerned with a wide range of problems and the4,
solutions: .inflettion, unemploythent, quality of education, crime,
pollution, defense, spending, reduction of government budgets. Of
course, many of the solutions to these problems are incoMpatible
with each. other. For example, spending more on pollution control
could increase unemployment; 'more funds for..defense could fuel
further inflation.

4

Limitations on what interests should be considered will become
clearer in subsequent chapters. At this point, it is necessary to con-

. sider general background information on the consumer movement
in the United Statems and the variety of remedies ayailable to
.redress wrongs.

Consumeriiin

The rise of the consumer movement in the early 1960s was
marked.by the emergence of individuals such as Ralph:Nader arid
Esther Peterson- and Ole strengthehing of such grouph as the Con-
sumer Federation,of America and the Consumer's Union. At that
time, activists were interested in securing the safety of products
used bir consumers. This concern blossomed into a variety of top-

-ics as the movement grew. "During the late 1960s, a breed called
consumerists ,surfaced. Claiming to be the voice of the 'unrepre-
sented, they championed environmental issues, racial\ and seX
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equtity, kealth and erlergy refgrms, and demands for regulation

that would enforce their objectives."35
As the ddcade ,of the 1980s begins, the concerns of those who

. seek to protect the public have broadened to new areas;

Today's consumerist movement has broadened' the scope and
sophistication of its activities to inclUde political and judicial
reformsk economic and social abuses, nuclear power, corporate
governance, energy aria environmental questions, antitrust, 0)-

. duct safety, and numerous other issues. And, in almo5t every
case, thrl proposed solution calls for even more regulation by
governmimt..36

This expansive view 'of consumer interest has created powerful
reaalcms from forces who characterize it as antibusiness, anti-,

,growth, and pro-big government. Extensive counter-lobbying by
bpsiness has led to a series of setbacks for legislation *sired by
constimer groups. The Congressional Quarterly reports on' th'e
reasons behind such reversals:

i

Tae movement ran into serious troable in the last Congress
when its goals became linked in the ,public*s eye with.increased
government spending and inflation.

Business groups attacked consumerisin as out of touch with
the nation's needs, claiming that, Tor every problem, consumer
advocates hAd only one solution: more government regulation
If there were less rather. than more regulation, the busines
groups argued, governmept spending would go down and infla-
tion could be contained.34

Many former supporters have abandoned their alliance witIrthe
consumer movement.

As concern over inflation Mounted rast year, a significant
number of legislators who traditionally had supported con-
sumer goals in Congress--many of thorn moderalt Democrats
begn to yote against consumer bills. Despite support from the *

president and the Democratic leadership, mlich of theconsumer
movement's legislative agenda subsequently was defeated."

The outlook for the immediate future is not extremely bright.
Kathleen O'Reilly, the executive director orthe Consumer Pecjera-

tion of America, predicts: "All the indiclitions are that,the 96th
Congress is going to be ornery and hostile to consumer isgues, everi

more difficult to work with than the 95th."39
In the face of such adveraity, those who are spokespersons for

major cOnsumer groups are seeking a different focus. As ESther

Peterson, special assistant to the President I'm...consumer affairs',
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We are moving [away] from that pure view of 'consumerism'
as a group of isolated issues standing apart from other areas of
concern. We're not abandoning this view. Instead, we're search-
ing for the consnmer component of other things, such as privacy,
housing., energy and health. I want to see that the consumer view-
point is included in these things.°

Yet another strategy is Io,ride the tide of the rhetoric of inflation
ccintrol in an effort to iedesign legislative goals as part of the war
on inflation. A number"of *posed measures such as deregulation
of communications and trucking, no-fault automobile insurance,
hospital cost contaiinvent, and auto repair cost controls are all
changes which wQuld help the consumer save money.4'

Not all in Congtess halie given .up the battle. James Scheuer,
chair of the iic4US Commerce Committee's Consumer Protection
subcommittee, has outlined siirral major ,initiatives; (1) strength-,
ened enforcement -powers for the Consumer Produa ISlifety
Commission enabling it to issue certificates of safety before goods
are marketed; (2) a model federal law requiring the states 'to enact
product liability jaws; (3) an auto warranty bill requiring auto
manufacturers to replace unrepairable cars; and (4) consumer
.dispute resolution mechanismti. for inexpensive 'settlement of
consumer controversies.42

Consumer Protection Agency (CPA)

The fight over a proposed Consumer Protection Agency represents
a good case study of current consumer legislation. From 1964 to
1978 numerous bills establishing a CM. were advanced in Con...,
gress. Years of delaying tactics by business finally culminated in
a vote of 189 to 227 against the agency in the House, effectiVely .

killing chances for snch an agency in the near future.. This defeat
has been interpreted as the beginning 6f the 'decline of consumer
kwer.

Ikith the surprise Congrilsional defeat last year of the bill to
create a federal consumer protection agency, it was widelY be-
lieved that consumerism had crested, and that there was unlikely
to be much legislation in the area foia long tirne.43

'I'here were several variations of the CPA, but its basic provisions
remained the same. First, the agency wag to be independent with a
director appointed by the president. Second, the basic function of
the CPA was to represent consumer interests in hearings before
federal agencies or in concert. Third, such an agency would be
empowered to represent consumers in federal. civil court actions

1 0
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brought by other federal agencies. Fourth, this proposed agenW7

could also initiate suits to review federal department decisions
which had a 'deleterious impact on 'the Pitlic. Fifth, arCpnsumer
ProtectiOn Agency would channel individual complaints tothe
appropriate business and government agenCy.44. Such an akency
was seen.as a great benefit to consumers.

,

The principal argutint in forth in favor of a consumer pro-
tection agency was the need to monitor the regulatory agencies
so that the conSumer's case could be presented at the appro-
priate time. Consumer, groups maintained that business }lad the
resources ahd talent to promote their interest before these agen-
cies, while consumers did not.45 ore

This"concerk was supported by only/a handful of businesses.
One of those was MarcOn, whose vice,president, Patrick J. Head,
'noted why his corporation sought creation of such .an ugency:

We supported the creation of the CPA and reaffirm that Posi-
tion .today, because we believe', that consumers who-do not feel'
shut out and unrepresented in governtrlent proceedings which
affect their pocketbooks, their well-being, and the quality of their
Jives will be better clist6mers of ours and of other businesses

". which are, in fact, trying to serve them well.
We believe Mit the creation of a new consumerprotection

agency under legislation that is fair and reasonable to all will
contrihute to that goal.46

However, this view was shared by very few other corporations or
business associations. The three largest and most prestigioUd
national órganizationsTthe U.S. Chamber of CDmmerce, the
National Association of ManufactUrers (NAM), and the Business
Roundtable were united in opposition. An informational pamphlet
by NAM claimed:

In a few weeks, the. U.S. Senate will decide whether virtually
all business relations with the government could be'clisrupted and
second-guessed by a tax supported consumer advocate with the
legal right to attabk both business and goveniment by interfering
with regulatory activities of virtually all federal departments and
agencies. -

In actuality, this ICPAI bill permanently fedotalizes and sub=
sidizes the consumer movement as conceived. by Ralph Nader.

Thisthill assures builtlin disruption of virtually all government
agencies. The bill would give the new agency irresponsible,power
to second-guess and pverride decisions of cabinet offibers and
other government agencies.°

The majdr.disadvantage,s of the Consumer t'rotection Agency as
outlined by various business spokesmeti during congressional
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hearings *ere as followst (1) the agency would be more power-.
ful than any agency or even the president in consumer affairi;
(2) such a proposal would further enlarge the unwielcly 'bureau-

, cracy; (3) the interests ca' consumers arevtoo diyerse to be 'repre-
, sented by one sinkle agency; (4) intervention would 01 delay to

federal agencies' decisions, increase cost to consumer goods, and
decrease the, likelihood of business cooperation with Lonsumers
or with government regulations,* and (5) other federal agencies
have extensive powers'to protect consumer inSerests.48

After years of trying to get such a bill passed, consumerists lost
in a surprisinkly lopsided vote. This defeat was-blamed on poor
strategic decilions by consumer leaders, campaign clonatioans from
business, and the general anticonsumerist mood of the country.
However; the, ofgankzed consumer movement had not given up
hope. As the National Consumer' Leagde's Pe41.3et notes: "Tho
feeling is that it's one of tile most important priorities oti the
decade. Last year's defeat shows .us the strength of big. business
and big money. But it's still a very impbrtant ea. Ybu don't
want to abandon. it just, because there's eposition to lit."'"

o umer Self-Help

absence of a Consumer Protection Agency what can indi-
viduals do 'to prOtect ,their interests? The Oonsumer's Union
suggests that:

A victimized consumer's best .hope of swift redress comes from
a documented complaint to the seller 'or manufacturer. Once
those avenues have failed, or if the issue is larger than one swindled
consumer, it's time to get legal help. You have the right to obtain
information and,: perhaps, legal help from your Government."

The Consumer Product Safety Commission has provided a de-
tailed procedure for complaining, entitled "How to Complain . . .

and Get Results":

If you buy a product that breaks, puses a safety hazard, or
doesn't iraork as well as you were led t6 believe, what d6 you
do? Learning how;, to complain effectivelyamKo whomcan
save a consumei time, mbneand frustration.

The first step, naturally, is to takethe product, if it is easily
portable, and your receipt .b ck to the store from whic,11 you
bought it. 11 is important.t keep all receipts for a lenitth of
time, perhaps at least a yea . If you no longer have the receipt,
try, to find 'Worm proofa antelled check or credit card bill
that shbws you bought the product at that store and the date of
pu rchase . . a.

000
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. . .

At a local business establishment, talk to the manager, depart-
ment heed, OT customer relations person,. not a salesperson

If you bought the product froth i nationefide chain of stores
especially if the productAis labeled .under its brand nameyoin
levels of complaint are someOthat different. Flist, go to`the de-
partment bead or the consunter relations office, Can go to the
manager. The next step is the Optional headquarters of the chain,
either the consumer affairs ofOk or It vice-presidenl for consumer

affairs. ..., ,

If you are not satisfied with the results, from eitlier the lop,al

- store or the national chain:contact the manufaciurer of the prot. ,

.- duct, if 'you bought other than the store's brand. Some menu= A'
facturers have local service representativei. Libraries usually cavy -
books with names an& addresses qnational companies; one such'
book is the Consumer Sourcebook. Many, large companies have
consumer affairs offices or a customer services office at the head-
quarters. It. there is no such office, Or xou don't rreive sitisitac1
tion from one, consider callinkthe president or vie president for

. consumer affairs. Gding to a tOp ekecutiv-e often gets quick
results than other methods. If you write the Compa*9 preole
all your facts clearly, yet' briefly. Keep a copy for yoriCrecor

If product sitfety is the source of the problem, the tonsil
Product Safety Commission is the place to Call. Thp hotline it,

. .i.

. take the relevant inforniationthe product, manufactiner, ideh- :
'

tifying numbers, and the hazardthen conduct pi investigation,
if warranted. ...

Other government agencies can, also help, depen&ing on the ...,

of the complaint. The -Psc Fact Sheet Ng'. Some . .i..

..

tr.

_ (1

Feqleial Consumer-Oriented Agencies lists government offices
and file consumer products or areas they handle.

If you don't receive satisfaction from the retailer or tniinu-

. facturer, and if no government agency, has jurisdiction over

I your problem area, you still have other resources. .

6 JO

I. Contact local radio and television stations, as well as news-
-, papers, which have "action line" ;Iporterg, .

fe 2. Your' local Better Business Bureau can loolt into your com-
..

plaint and try to resolve problems between you and the', V

retailer. .

3. City or county consumer agencies can . help with groducts
purchased within your area:. State consumer agenties, some- 41
times operated 4mm the State Attorney -General's offibe,
are the next step. Names'of these agenciek can be found in
the phone book or your library. One reference is,The Na- to

. tional Directory of State Agenoies. .

.. 4. Write your convessman and describe your cornPiaint:
Once your complaints go beyond the retail, store where you

..

*purchased the product, it may be wise to put subsequent com-
plaints in a letter so you'll hpve a record. If you need to enclose .i

a receipt or warranty, keep a copy. .

A good, complete reference is the Consumer Complaint

r)
as
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Guide by Joseph Rosenbldoms -?Ablished by Macmillan, it lists
names and liddresses for many coMpanies, as well as for different
agekcies that will lookinto your.complaint.

With the ptolitInlon of local, State and Federal olficesj as'
well as priyate oconcerns that investigate consumer problems,
there is no reason why a consumer need taye A."11To" from a

, retailer as the last recburse for complaints. If you have a legitimate
prOblem y. there ire many more avenues of assistance to eXtdore.
[From: CPSC Memo, Aligust/SePtember,1979.]

,94

15

Despite such encouragement,, "Most people never complain,"
says Midge Shulow, direttor of consumer ififorMatiortfOr thep,S.

s. Office of, Cphsumer Affairs.."Only ten percent -of all consumers
fo,thir4arly complabit handleri!'" Howeverconsumeni are

becoming more aware of qutiliti, And this "awareness knothgoing
to decrease.' Rathe4; it is inereasing rabidly."52 Studi8 have shown'

"(that "tonsumers overwhelrninkly prefer to handle their differences
with 'sellers by-direct negotiation. Furthermore, both ,the.process
and- its ontcome siem to afford them considerable satisfaction."53
Nevertheless, at times the services Of +others may be neeiled-,to
settle disputes.

4, 1

(I

Arbitration and Mediation
t

When consum ers kio not receive satisfaction fiom the seller the
disagreement can be brought to arbitration or mediation. Arbitra-
tion, Which call be binding on both buyer and seller, invokes the
use of a third partysto listeh to the arguments of each party and
then reach a decision. Mediation invokes efforts by a third party
'to have'the bilyer and seller reach agreement on solving their own./

rs problem. xA mediator's roommendation' is not binding on the
, parties. -,

s.' Inexpensive, arbitration Is often available from the Better liusi-,.
riga fAuroeu (BBB). .

,

a ...
fk" . ArOitration panels with a legal status have been astablished by

,most. Better Business Bureaus as sort Of quick courts of last.resort
'for, aggrieved consumeri. Moit panels ate made up of volunteer
atbitrators, usually. lawyers, and their decisions are Vonsidefed
idipartial. To make use of this service, both parties to the dispute
must agree to abide by the Arbitrator's decision. In most states,
local courts ' wile' enforce the decision if one party. tries to back

, otit. Most bureads offer the arbitiation. service free."'..

Mediation services are not as widely known as the BBB but they
ido exist.

"4'

,
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Mediation services have been ,instituted by several industries'
under the mimic "Consumer Action Panel." Thus, we haife peen

MACAP, and AutoCA7 for the furniture, itsur
ance, major-appliance, and auto industriere tio furniture and/.
insurance Panels were experiments that apparently failed in the
eyes of the industries, because both prograims have been dis-
banded." I .

.

Sometimbs even the best efforts of these dispute resolution
m echanisms will not prpvide satisfaction -to the consumer. Even

though services are available, both parties must airee to use them..
"Recent efforts have been made to apply the techniltui&of arbitia- 4

tion to new areas where complainants generally are thiorganized
ividuals who lack the power or the expertise of the parties com-

plained against. Ifi such cases,Thowever, the more powerful dis-
putants usually lack the, incentive to arbitrate."56 An example of
where merchants have refused to submit to bi;icling arbitration is
provided by anthiopologist Laura Nader:

at
4.

More than half of all locil Better Business Bureaus offer
a arbitration in cases where the Bureaus have been unable to re-

/ solve consumer complaints through informal means. Both parties
to a dispute are asked to sign a submission form that binds them
to abide by the arbitrator's decision. While 90 percent of con-

- sumers given the opportunity have agreed to such arbitration,
only 65 percent of the merchants have done so.57

When this occurs, a fin.al option of involving the cgurts is available.
-c

Adjudication

Consumers who do not receive satisfaction can also file a lawsuit
against the seller or the manufacturer. Issues such as product
liability and major tort cases will be considered in Chapter Two.
Here the concern is With resOlution of disputes before they reach
this .advanced stage. Sarat and Grossman describe the limits of
the adjitlication approach in this way:

' Adjudicative institutions such as courts are particularistic in
form and process, and most' often, concerned with individual
level disputes. The impact df,adjudicative decisions initially ex-
tends only to the parties in dispute, although it 'may also have
much broader policy implications. Theoretically, adjudicative
institutions are more concerned with enforcing existing norms-
than, with creating new ones. Furthermore) they are almost
totalfy "reactive."58 I

Our traditional judicial system is usually too-expensiire and time
consuming for most citizens., "The rules governing liability
complex; 'lawsuits may: take years to be settled nd proof of in-

,
r)
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1,

jury gene`rally requires the productionof. ex'pensi4 exi5ert testi,
,

mdny."59 . To remedy thiS problem, small claims courts were
devel4ed in most urban areas to sdetil :with minor monetary
disputes 'between neighbors, inchviduals and merthants, tenants. .

s and landlOrds. But this promise of quick and decessible juyiice to
all has never been realized:: .

# .
->.

. .. , 9

Something,. happened to the s irit of ,thesmalt claims courts.
. . Instea$ df forums for "ordinary People," by 1960 we disver

.., that collection agencies were .the predorbidaht users of small
. . claims court's ,For ettample, a 1961 study of Dane County Ais.

copsin, reported that 93 peKcent of the small claimf plaintiffs /
were businesses. Another study in Alameda County, Catfornia, . .,.

showed that business and goverifmentil bodies, initiated 60 per:.
cent of all actions.t . . . .

, .
.

,

The reasons for such use patterns are not difficult to discover.
.

"The intricacies of fili9g a complaint,' the disparity in ophistica-
, tiori between the indilliduals and hUktriesses generally involved in

disputes, ana the lack of knowledge of the colgts' availability all
have contributed to the lack of use of the courts by their intended

e beneficiaries."61 Given this difficulty it is-riot surprising that other
avenues for metting the rieeds of aggrieveF1 consumers have been
contemplated. .

0.

.

Alternate Dispute Resolution Mechanisms

This inability of the system of justice to deal with everyday dis-
putes has grave implications. Laura Nader exfolains this interna-
tional phenomenon:

The observation that our lw is unresponsive to the grievatiFes .
of everyday life is not a new one. In 1906 Roscoe Pound elabor-
ated the dangers of ignoring "little injusttces," WO he has been
echoed by a small but steady sprinkling, of law review articles.
Every major.revolution of this century (Russia, China, and Cuba,

's among others) has been accompanied by a clamor for the creation-
of people's courts; courts that are cheap, effective, and responsive ,

tO everyday problems. 62

This vieW,was shared by S. Shepherd Tate, past president of the
American Bar Association (ABA):

There can be no doubt that 'we must fine ways to iniprove the
settlement of small personal or monetary disputes without the
formalities or prohitir costs of 'court action..Many aggrieved
parties, regardless or-socioeconomic status, do not now have ef-
fective. access to any forum for the resolution of disputes because
the loss involved is generally far less than the tirne, money, and
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trouble required to recover it. And, in stimb consumer and other
disputes, the traditional adversary system May not be the best
apprOach.63.

His solution ii to "invest resources in pro grams that will facilitate
negotiated compromises in nonadversary settings.""

Congress 'has recently polled a minor .diapute .resolution bill
with two major.peovisions. First, there will be established within
the Department pf Justice a dispute xesolution'resource eenter.to
act as a' clearinghousfOr information about innovative prpgrains.
Second, federal grant Money is authCorized to provide a itate with
funas to strengthen current progralis and.dev'elori new, dispute
resolution- systems." In addition, reiislation on covumer affairs
can. require different approaches to settling disagreements'. "The

tyFederal Trade ,Cotn-,
ourages' mehanisms for the
e incorporated into written
tion in such procedures by

ies, represents.a step in this

recently enacted Magnuson-Moss W
mission. Improyement Ac't, Which .`e
settlement of donsumer, disputes to,
warranties and prollides for partici
independent dt. governmental agen
direction. "66'

It is too early .to evaluate the e fectiveness of these particular"
programs, bu't much more needs to!ile done at all levels pf govern-.
ment. The ABA's report of the' Po d Conference follow.up.task ,

force' contains this passage: "Sta utory righth become empty ,

promises if adjudication is too ion delayed to make them mean-
ingful or the value -"of a claim .is jconsqmed. by the expense of
asserting it. Only if our courts e functioning smoothly can
equal justice become a reality for »67

Government Agenciejlo.
4

Various 'agencies exist to serve and protect the interests of con-
sumers.' An often overlooked area is the ekplosion" of non-federal.

. activities' to. aid the 'buyer of produas. Over the past.decade the
role of the states and of local jurisdictions in the area otconsUrner
protectio...has expanded greatlyi. The establishment of separate
consumer affairs agencies or the Inclusion Of consumer protection
functions in existing agencies, the development of mechanisms. for
handling consumer complaints (such as toll-free telephone ,:'hot
lines"---see below), and other innovative consumer-related actiOns
have taken place at all major leve s of government.68

As early as 1974 a litudy pub ished by the U.S. Office 'of Con-
Aumer Affairs reported that som agency.of goiernment in eack:of
Clrie fifty states has been assign 'responsibility for consumer pro-.

1.1
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tection. In forty-eight of the states the offiCe of the aittirney
general performs a major functioki in this regard. Addition**,
thirty-six of the states have other consumer-related agendies tn'
activities. Altogether, there were 179 cOnsumer affairs offices
or branches in the fifty states, with an adclitional ontiaach in the .
District of Colurnbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.69 There
are. also numerous protection agencies established by counties .
and cities throughout the United States.

'Currently, most of the significant .tonsumer legislation is
initiatect at the federal level. Virtually every dfederal agency has
an impact on the 'consumer, pid many were established to pro-
tect specific interests. The Food and Prug Administzation (FDA),
the Feder4l Communications Commission (FCC), the Federal
Trade ComMisaion (FTC), ,and the Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) are only a few 9f those agencies. (They will
be considered in greater detail in-later chaPters as the specific
resolutions are examined.) In order to answer consumers' citieq-
tions about which agency should provide help in specific situations,
the U.S, General Services Administration has set up Federal Infor-
mation Centers in thirty-eight cities. Residents in forty-three addi-
tional cities can call by toll-free tieline to the nearest center. A
consnmer may call or walk _into any ot these centers and fmd a ,
person yaineci to be, knowledgeable about the vast number of fed-
eral agencies and programs. For consumers, the Federal Informa-
tion Center will search until it 'finds someone in the government.
who can give an answer or, deal- with the pr*b1em.7°

A list tof major federal consumer protection agencies and their
functions follows: .

. 4.

C.

Independent Agency ,
.. . . 4.

Consumer Product Safety Commission. qnsumer produCt
. safety standards and informition,.

:".
Environmental Protection Agency. Air a4d water standoccic

1
toxic and waste hatards .. ,..

Pederal Communications Commission. Etroaacast regulationh
for public interest'

Federal. Trade Commission. Moss-Magnuson Act; false or
'misleading ads

Ekecutive Department
.

Agriculture. Food stamps and nutrition education programs;
, .inspects agricultural products .....

(
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1H alth and Human Resourci Toxicology program; guisle-

lines for labs . . .

Housing and Urban Development. Construction standards;
,,Land Sales Act enforcement

.
Transportation. Motor vehicle safety, standards; highway

safety
Treasury.:Regulates firearms and alcohol products

N.

Part of Department bf Health-and Human Servicbs.., e
Office of ;Consumer. Affairs. Policy advisor to the president;

dciivihiates jovernment programs
Food and Mug Administration. Safety standards for drugs,

food, cosmetics; medical devices; pelticides, food
additives'

National Intatituteef Health. Regulation of DNA research

Congressional Offid!)
1'

Office of Technological Assessment. Analysis of neW tech-
.. ,

. nology t..........._ ,

Part of Labor Department
Occupational Safety and Health Administratiori. Health and

safety standards for workeys

The Problem APed: Comiumer Interests
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2 Consumer Goods Re,solution

.

.Resolved: That Ihe Federal Government Should Initiqte and
Enforce Safety. Guarfintees o'n Consumer Goods.

.Basic Concepti

This resolution likely will be the national topic for 1989-81. It has
received strong supPort in straw polls and will be the topic CoveredQ ,
by many summer deliate institutes. The wording is similar to that
of the 1976-77 collegiate resolution orr consumer product safety,
and many of the affirmative cases researched that year will reap-.
pear during the next several months.

As will be done at the beginning of each 'chapter on the resolu-
tions, the terms of the specific resolution will be examined.to pro-
vide a framework for examining the policy implications of that
debate topic. When the federal government is mentioned, it refers
io the central govetnment Of th5 United States lodged in Washing-
ton, DC. If it mearit any other federal structures, the article would
be a and not the. The term should is also very important. It is

. commonly accepted in Current debate practice that the debate *ill
center on what policy ought te be adopted. There is no burden on
the affirmative to demonstrate that this policy "will" be enacted
into law, only that it irk "desirable" to do so.(Fiere the concept o( .

fiat power comes into play. A very good discussion of its relevance
is contained in last year's First Analysis.)1 #

The term initiate means "an introductory step or action, a first
move; beginning; start."2 EnfOrgetypically is construed to imply
compelling observance' cif a law. Safety is a common term 4111d
refers to being !iafe or free from "danger, injury, or damage;
security.",3 'A guarantee is "an assurance of or promising the
*happening of."4 But legally, the "promise does not have to be.
complete and absolute in order to be designatea a `guarantee':"5

This assurance of being safe attacheato consumer goods, whiCh
, are "goods, sirch as food, clothing, etc., for satisfying people's
needs rather .than for producinetther goods or services."6 The

21
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7 placement of on before consumer,goods Indicates ihat Onsumet
goods are to be-the object of actual or direct action of the safety
guarantees. Thus, direct enforcement on the consumer seems to
be ruled out.

Consumer Injury

The magnitude of the injury arid death caused by onsumer goods
is unbelievably large. "In 1970 ,the National Commission on Prod-
uct Safety issued its report on harmful products. The report indi-
oated that consumer products were involved An most household
accidents and that such product-related aeicidents kill 30,000
people annually, permanently disable 110,000, and hospitalize
580,000.'7 Tables 1, 2, and 3 provide further demonstration of
the scope of this problem; they reveal the injury rate and the
severity of injury for major products..

Care should be taken in the use of the available data. One prob-
lem with citing figures on consumer injuries is that many of the
injuries are slight and could not have been prevented by any likely
government regulation. There also is great difficulty in establishing
the causioor causes of many accidents. For example, if you are .
standing on a chair to reach some dishes and the rug the chair is
Placed on slides out from under you, what 'WM the primary cause
of the accident? Was it using a chair and not a ladder, or was it
not securing the rug? Further safety standards on either chairs or
rugs probably would not prevent this type of aecident froin re-
occurring. For purposes of this year's resohitfon, the real problem
in the eirample is consumer ignorance.

Scope of the Problem

There is virtually an unlimited numtrer of specific affirmative`case
areas which can be researched on the consumer goods topic. Many
of the issues discussed in Chapters Three and Four will apply to
this topic since it encompasses aspects f advertising'And carcioo-

, genic products. In addition, a wide range of consumer goods could
be improved by additional safeguards. For example, handguns are
involved in thousands of accinnts, suicides, and crimes every year.
A system of gun registratibn or an outright bamon certain weapons

,,purchased by consumers would, according to gun control pro-
ponents, solve many Of these problems. In another example,
legalizing heroin would allow for greater goveinment safety regula-

4tion. A system of dispensing this narcotic similar to that used in
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Great Britain has been promoted as one method of reducing over,
dose deaths ahd of breaking the hold ot organized Crime on the
distribution of heroin. Of course, additional safety requirements
on distribution of prescription drugs such as sedatives and tran-
.quilizers or over-the-counter drugs is viewed as one method of
reducing an increasing abuse of theSe substances. Other drugs
which are sometimes mentioned as needing additional standards
or an outright ban are alcohol and cigarettes. Both contribute
to the early and unnecessary deaths of thousands of Americans
and, critics maintain, could be controlled by additional regula-
tions. ,

Table 1

Injuries Associated With Consumer Products
Treatedsin Hospital Emergency Departments.

/ .

Major Category

. 1

Est. Cases Yearly
Per 100,000 Pop.

i
General Household Appliances 30.5

Space Healing, Cooling and
Ventilating Appliances 40.3

Housewares . q 141.0
Home Communication, flpertainment

and Hobby Equipment b 21.6
Home Furnishings and Fixtures 430.3
Home Workshop Apparatus, Tools, .

and Attachments , 117.0
'Home and Family Maintenance Products 54.2
Packaging abd Containers for -

Household Products 94.6
Sports and Recreational Equipment

.
1277.3) -7\

Toys 76.2

Yard and Garden Equipment 98.3
Child Numery Equipment and Supplies 16.3

Miscellaneous Products: Grocery or
Shopping Carts 7.3

Home StrUctures and Construction Materials 825.6

Source: National Electronic Injury Surveillance System; U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission/Hazard Identification and Analysis; National
Injury Information Clearinghquse, 1980.
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Table 2
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Consumer Goods Resolution

TeiHighejt Product Injury Rates
4 .

,
.

e rroduct
Rate

(injuries/100,000)

Stairs (inc. fQlding), steps,*ramps,
and landings ,\ '

40
,Bicycles and accetiaories . ,

Football, activity and relatediwipment
Baseball, actiiity and related equitment
Basketball, activity and related equipment
Nails, carpet tacks, screws and thumb 'ticks
Floors and flooring matbrials .

Glass doors, windows, and panelg
Chairs, sofas, and sofa beds ,

Beds (except water beds)

'

.

. . 284.3
214.3
191.0
189.7
176.4

. 123.7

4-4
90.1

86.1

. 85.2

*91.7

i
1

\

k

.

\

Tablei 3

Consumer Product Injuries by Severity

Product ESt. Mean Severity

,Liquid fuels
Batteries', all types
Miscellaneousohousehold chemkals
Heating stoves and spice heaters

(except recreational)
Money, paper and coins, incleINg toy money
Cooking ranges, ovens, and related equipment
Bleaches and dyes, cleaning agenti, and

caustic compotknds
Hoists, lifts, jacks and jack stands

Roofs and roofing materials
Cookware, pots, and pans
Paints, solvents, and lubricants

110
179
146

115
108
103

88
78
75

75

Source: National Electronic Injury Surveillance System; U.s. Consumer,
Product Safely Commission/Hazard Identification and AnalySis; National
Injury Infwmation Clearinghouse, 1980.
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Each of these products has been the subject of ongoink con-
sumer education campaigns and public' service annbuncements in
the media. While' the unsafe use of these goods may be increasing
at a decreasjng rate, isolatitrg the unique contriblItion.of educe-
tiOnal efforts is difficult. A gooMlebator on this topic will develop
the theme of consumer education as an alternative to government
safety standards. In addition, .arguments.should be researched that
will demonstrate the increased commitment of business to produc-
ing safer consumer goods. Whether from a realization of corporate
tespOnsibility or fear of product _liability laiostrits, industry is
becoming more aware of the safety-issue':

There are numerous consumer goods which could be improved.
Even a casual reading of the Consumer Produtts Safety Commis-.
sion Memo will suicply many examples of products likely to ben-
efit from safety standards. But the improvement issue is not always
simple:The CPSC was asked to ban the manufacture and ude of
skateboards because of thet 140,600 skateboard-related injuries
that require hospital treatment in a year. However, most injuries,
were found to be "user-related" rather than caused by a product
defect. Therefore, thaagency Will increase its educ:Nnal program
aimed at encouraging proper use and increased utilization of
-skateboard parks.8

There were over 45 million povkr mowers in use in 1979, with
6 million new rotary mowers purchased apnually. These prodficts
cause over 60,000 injuries to consumers each year, primarily from
contact with the blades or from objects thrown by the spinning
blades. A new standard has been issuy4 Jo require a blade control
system and a warning label to edurate the consumer about the
dangers of blade contaot.9

The urea-formaldehide foam insulationused in many homes
has been found to be a health hazard. l'Aside from possible
respiratory problems, other effects ascribed to exposure of forth-
aldehyde gas that may be released" from urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation include nausea, headaches, fatigue, blackouts, and
coughed-up blood."10 Several stabs, as well as the CPSC, are now
considering a ban on the use of this product.

Fire safety is also a major problem in the United States:

According to a National Household Fire,Survey sponsored by the
Commission ih 1974, there are approximately 5.6 million fires
annually in the US in which there are 326,000 injuries. About.
21,000 of these injuries are caused by clothing that ignited.
The cost of these fires has been estimated at 1.8 billion dollars
annually."

"IV %.*
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A new pievention program spOnsored by thefederal government
ipresents "a total involvement program including the media, com-
munity leaders, teachers, school children, and their 'parents. tt12

This approach seems to work in rethicing burn injuries. On another
front, the CPSC has approved a one-year trial for a program de-
signed 6y the furniture industry to reduce cigarette ignition of
upholstered furniture.13 "Every year upholitered furniture fires

'caused by smoldering cigarettes kill at least 500 people and se-
riously injure an additional 1,700, according to CPSC estimates.
However, CPSC does not have the authority to regulate cigarettes
as an ignition source or in any other way."14 Since the commis-
sion cannot regulate cigarettes, it has imposed flammability
standards for consumer tibods such as mattresses,- rugs, clothing,
and carpets an attempt to reduce the injuries and deaths asso-
ciated with home fires. t

Home power tools constitute another class of consumer pro&
uct that is often involved in lethal accidents. It has been estimated
that 126 of the, 161 lives lost due to elgctrOcution by power
tools could be saved by the installation of a special electrical de-
vice-. The cost would range from $40 to $240 per home for these
ground fault circuit interrupters. But before there can be wide-
spread consdmer use -of this device, government and industry
must work together to reduce costi and publicize the impOrtance
of installing it in the home.l's

Food PrOCI,J4C ts

One of the major weekly purchases tor most consumers is food.
The need for greater safety regulations on food occurs at all levels
from production to processing to final consumption. An Office of
Technological Assessment (OTA) study has examined the environ-

,

mental contamination of the food supfily:

During the past decade the US has been assaulted by a number
of major food contamination incidentspolybrominated biphenyls
in animal teed in Michigan, Kepone in Virginia's James River,
and, most recently, polychlorinated biphényls iu meat and bone
meal in Montana. All these contamination problems,were discov-
ered only after actual human or animal'poisonings had occurrd,
even though the technology exists to detect unexpected contam-
inants.16

There were 243 cases of environmental contamination of food
between 1968 ahd 1978, costing hundreds of millions of dollars.
Various levels orgovernment have standards tbr animal, chemical,
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and pesticide residue in food. However, there has been little effort
to detect contaminants for which tolerance levels. have not been
established. OTA's John Gibbons, states: ..

Thermajor problem the.study identifies is that the federal and
state regulatory systeni is not geared to detect contaminants that
it doesn't"know are there. Regulatory efforts are focused on mak-
ing sure that levels Of knowp contaminants do not exceed allow-

< able levels. There is also little coordination in most cases among
the myriad 'federal and state agencies responsiblefrinassuring
food safety.17

c .
.

Danger to human health occurs not only from unknown con-
taminants but also from the known .use of drugs in livestock feed.
Small amounts of -antibiotics and DES (diethylstilbeitrol) which
are fed to cattle and hogs eventually. end up in meat consumed by
tile publk. Farmers and feed. lot Operators say that these drugs
are needed to produce healthier, fatter, and meatier animals in
an economically efficient manner. "On the one hand, public
health scientists say drugs in meats are bad for people because, in
the cfse of-DES they may cause cancer. And in the case Of anti-
biotics, they likely lower the resistance of humans to infection by4
,making bacteria more resistant through chronic exposure."Ja An
OTA report indicates that both sides are correct.:

1

These decisions involve value judgments that'cannot be based
simply on monkery considerations. And the lack of scipntific $
certainty on the magnitude of both the probable health risks and
the attritAkted increases v meat production makes the formula-
tion of a balance sheet ap roadh difficult.19

Once food reaches the table, the consumption pattern of the
typical American leads to unnecessary deaths from cancer, stroke,
and heart disease. Poor diet has been linked to cancer and "may be
implicated in half of all female malignancies and a third of all Male

r. cancers," accordibg to Dr. Paul Marks of the Columbia University
Cancer Research Center. It is felt that, the real culprits are the high-
fat and low-fiber diets that most ot_ us eat.2° The data, however,
are riot universallyfaccepted. As Df:Kritchevsky, asso6iate director
of Phiredelphia's )Wistar Institute notes: ."This is one instance
where publicitz,has run way ahead of the facts. It .is an oirerreac-
tion to epidemiological data suggesting that some people on a.so-
called high-fiber diet \do better' than other people on a low-fiber

.. dieN'2' .Diet guideline* whiCh incorporate most of these ideas have
been \set by both the National Cancer Institute and the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture (USDA). -"A USDA official admits ph-

'1.
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vately that the guidelines are 'almost.trite,' representing rules of
thumb that are hardly news to most nutritionists."22 These guide-
lines encourage: (1) weight control and exercise; (2) avoldance of
high intake of fat; (3) consumption of a generous amount of
fiber; (4) iniake of a balanced diet to achievejtecessary minerals
and vitamins; and (6) moderate use of,alcohol..21,

Other food products could also lie targeted. For example, high
intake of salt and sugar should be avoided. The USDA has recently
promulgated a rule which "restricts the sale of soda pop, water
ices, chewing gum and mime candies from the beginning of the
school day until after the last lunch period: The rule affects
schoOls that offer federally subsidtieli meal -programs, about 9ff
percent of the nation's schools. It covers foods with minimal
nutrion value, those that provide less than 5 percent of the
minimum 1.dietary allowance for the eight basic nutrients."24
In response to increased consumer aWareness of nutaition, bab
food iitnanufacturers have eliminated much of the salt and pro-
ceased sugar in their -products.

Motor Vehicle Safety

The seCond most costly consUmer good purchated by Americans is
the automobile, yet it is also among the most dangkous. After
five years of relative §tability, the deatkfigure for traffic accidents
climbed above 50,000. The Department of Transportation esti-
mated that half of those killed were under the age of thirty and.;
the total eConomic cost of these accidents exceeded $43 billion.,
Seveial factors led to this grim total: (1) decreased observance of
the national 55 mph sbeed limit; (2) a 3 percent drop in the use of
safety lefts over a one year period; (3) repeal or weakening of
motorcycle helmet laws; (4) increalied involvement of trticks in
accidents with passenger cars; (5) a rise in the use-of light trucks
and vans !is family encl recreational vehicles; (6) increased use of
mopeds; and (1) deterioration of roads.25,'

What can be done to improve the safety of motor vehicles?
NSonie recoMmendations are easy to mike. For instance, laws re-

quiring the wearing of approved helmets for motorcycles and
moped riders would reduce head injuries. At one time most
states had such laws although most now have been repealed.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Adminigtration has studied
this problem and forecasts a rise in the number of morieds in the
United States by 1984 from the current 500,000 to 2.6 million.
Between 1.5 and 4 percent of all mopeds are expected to be in-

116
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volved .in accidents in any given year. Of
, cent will result in serious injtiry to th

percipt will be fatal, the report_predicted.
Yet another cOncern is for the saf

unrestrained in autos. Each year almost
five, and '1,160 between the age's Of s
160,0Q0 are injured in motor accident
of NHTSA, reports that, according to
half of .these deaths and injuries coul
use of child restrainta or seat belts. Re

1.

29

hose accidents, 11 per-
moped rider? and 1.2

of children who ride
670 children up to age

and fifteen are killed;
Ms. Claybrook, director
ety experts, more than

be prevented by proper
ations will be combined.

6

with a public education campaign to savie these children:

NHTSA soon will b'e issuing a new stanhard to upgrade the effec-
- tiveness of child restraints includitig infant carriers, child har-

nesses and car beds. Thie Agency's "Kqds 'n Cars" campaiin will
include meetings across the country, stionsored by local organiza-
tions, to explain the need for child] restraint systems and to
discuss their properuse with parentZ mkt car pool drivers. Pe-

adiatricians, public health specialists ahd teachers will be,taking
part in the effort.27

Finally, the safety orall who ride :in Motor vehicles can be en-
hated. Various safety standards eXist to make the auto more
crashworthy. Requirements for energy-absorbing biimpers, collaps-
ible steeritig wheels, and shatter-preof glass, to mention only a
few, have been adopted since 1966 to improve the likelihood that
motorists will survive a crash withdmit serious injnry. Two addi-
tiolil measures which would save a/significant number of lives are

- passive restraint standards and manplatory peat belt use laws. Thè
former are already mandated by la* to be made available,on solve
1982 mcidel-year autos and are eStimated to eventually prevent
9,000 deaths and 100,000 injuries a year.28 Despite attempts by
Congress to repeal or modify this law, NHTSA feels confident
that "nuisance amendments" will not present any real barrier
to full implementation of the law. ;

No state currently has a mahdatory pat belt use law. The
major problem with seat belts is the reluctance .of most 'drivers
to "buckle up." Seat belt use last year dropped from 17 to 14 per-
cent of all motorists29 Public education and advertising campaigns
have been unsuccessful in raising the level of use. The Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety sponsored ind evaluated a nine
Month saturation television camPaign:

A community cable television System was the medium, and pro-
feslonally produced, award-winning advertisements urging lielt
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usi were shown to 6,400 households. Programming without the
safety belt messages was shoWn to control groups which were ob-
served before, during, and after the campaign. It was found that '
tht advertising program had absolutely no effect on safety belt
use:"

Mandatory ute laws have been succesdul in many cOuntries as the
most practical method of increasing belt use. This additional use
has translated into saved. lives:

Two Australian researchers compared the experience of Viptoria
which pissed the first Australian mandatory safety belt tuie law
in, 1970, to the rest of Australia bdore the other states had
passed such laws. They found that the law resulted in a 21 per-
cent decrease in vehicle occupant fatalities in metropolitan areas
and a 10 percent decrease in nonmetropolitan areas. The car-.
responding decreases in injuries were 13 and 11 percent.3,1

There fire of course mariST other potentially dangerous products
which are used by consumers, but to consider each of them even
in a brief manner would exceed the scope ofrthis publication.
Attention now turns to the remedies available to tbe co9sumer
who suffers injury from a defective product.

4`

Legal Remedies

As noted in Chapter One, the judicial system is not an adequate-
avenue for redressing most consumer complaints. However, if ,
the purchaser suffers major injury, thie time, delay, and uncer-

;0, tainty of recovery becdme worth the gamble. "Injured consumers
and users are increasingly prone to bring legal action. Products
liability lawsuits totaled 60,000 in 1960, climbed to 600,000 .in
1970, and surpassed one million by ithe mid-1970s."32 The injured
party can recover actual losses, and often punitive damages also
tire ,assessed to deter industry from behaving irresponsibly. It is
The latter type of damage claim which has bu ness and inslance
companies worried. At a recent insurance co ference, "insurers ,

were warned that they have not even begun to 'feel the sting or
the-problems or the oosts to our policyholders' of sunitwe damage
cases 'because tqy are going to spread across th cduntry'."33

A .major impda of the proliferation olb, lawsuits has been the
inert)* in product liability insurance rates and, in so se instances,
withdrawal of insurance from certain companies. Wits outinsur-
ance at an affordable priceonost businesses cannot ope te. This
liability crisis has evoked numerous proposals to solve the p oblem.

,
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One plan is "to allow similar companies from different states to
form risk-retention or sel(-insurance groups for both product
liability and completed operation insurance."34 Another solution
would be to create Uniform liability laws. As Victor Schwartz,
chair of the Commerce Department's Task Force on Product
Liability and Accident Compensation noted:

011.

As long as courts can retroactively create new and unprecedented
product liability law, the specter of future product liability crises
will continue. Statutory uniformity in product liability can
stibilize Product liability9 insurance ratemiking and serve*as a
bulwark against such crises.35

sParadoxi ally, not all' constutters are able to utilize the courts ef-
fectively, d there are proposals to increase their access to tort
action. A m:i r consumer weapon in legal battles with corpora-
tions has been the class action suit. The class action would aggre-,
gate the claims of 'a ,group of individuals affected by a product to
meet the statutory amountaliecessary to bring suit in federal
court. However, the Supreme Court in the. Zahn and Eisen cases
made it much more difficult for individuals. to combine clpirfis,
thus impairing the continued viability Of this type of action-:
One proposed reniedy would be for the states and federal govern-
ment'Ito adopt a Uniform ClMAQtion Act which would restore
to the injured consumer this option.)6

If

Federal Regulation

There are numerous federal agencies involved in regulating the-
safety of consumer gdods. This textalready has mentioned many
of them. The Food and Drug Administration deals with food addi-,
tives, food, contamination, and new drug applications. Motor
veltickatandards are set by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Mministratioil, while drug abusekand alcohol are administeied
by the Department of Health and Human Resources. Nutrition
programs, including food stamps, are part of the Department of
Agriculture. :The Environmental Protection Agency deals with
pollution Etnd pesticide use, while the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration establishes aircraft sefeby standards. Virtually every agency
and commission has some role to play in enhallaing product
safety, but primdry responsibility has been placed in the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.

The CPSC is a recently created independent regulatory agency
' which has been given the prithary responsibility foreprotecting the

et,
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consumer's interest in purchasing safe products. Its major responsi-
. bilities are listed below:-

.Eitablishing mandatory safety standards governing the design,
construction, contents, performarice, and labeling of Consumer
products...
Developing rules and regulations talenforce.standards
Banning the sale of products tha fail to 'meet safety standards
Protecting consumers from Unsafe products
Establishing flammability standar4s for fabrics

AL
Prohibiting the intraduction int# interstate commerce of mis-
bra9ded or banned substances ani products
Establishing-4 packaging requireiJents, for pglsonous substances
Requiring refrigerators to have doorethat limy be opened from
the inside
Enforcing 'standards through litigation and administrative actions
Issuing advisory opinions
Collecting data on hazardous consumer predutts and accidents
involving consumer products
Working with industry to develop voluntary product standards
Requiring inanufacturers, distributors, and retailers to fecall,
repair, or replace ,consumer products that do not comply with
standards"

Some a these obligations were in the original authorizing legisla-
tion while others were transferred p it from other agencies.

The performance of the CPSC haA been spotty. Frequeutly
criticized as being slow, inefficient, and ineffective, the ,commis-
sion was reorganized in 1978. However, it still has prollips
establishing meaningful priorities, Its newest commissioner, Stuart
Statler, charged that "CPSC procedures fail to distinguish between
truly important petitiong and- petitions submitted for trivial or
dilatory reasons." Pointing t6 a host of petitions for outright baps ;

on such products as spike-tiOped 'umbrellas, claw, hatnmers, and
fdndue pots, Staler says CPSC "cannot afford .to perpetu'ate a
system thfit requires that we accord a frivolous petition the same
intensive study and research we devote to a petitimi identifYifig a
serious hazard."38

The CPSC does have adequate enforcement powers if they are

Manufacturers are required to certify that the consumer products
they produce meet all applicable safety standards. They must
allow the CPSC t6 test products for compliance and inspect and
investigate their factory fatilities. Product labgls must include

4 ' )
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.. the date and place of manufaOture and certification of com-
pliance with standards. It a manufacturer fails to follow the%
regulations, 'charges may be brought against,. the company by
the Justice Department or the comakission in a U.S. District.
court. If the commission decides not to go to court, it may
initiate an administrative action.39

in recent years the cominigion has been willing to exercise these .
powers.. "Product investigations and recalls.uhder Section 16 of-
the Condumer Product Safety Act affebted 53.4 million products

.' involving 198,separate actions for the 1979 fiscal year. Since 1914,

et- Section ^
. approximate_ 117 million products have been.affected by recall

efforts uri 15."" It should be 'remembered that "en
fOrcemént activities with existing rules were extensive. During the
flack year,.aroa offices began mOnitori g over 300 recalls of prod-
ucts .whibh violated regulation's undJ the Consuper. Product
Safety Act (81% ,of the reballs), Federal Hazardoue, S stances
Act (14%), Flainmat?le Fabribs Act '(2%), and Poison evention
Packaging Act (3%). 41

This -agency is still relatively new on the WashingtOn item
While a, possesties wide-ranging authority, it often has lacked 4he
desire to tackle major projects.

4
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3 Commercial.Advertising
Resolution

9

- Resolved: That th. Pederal Government Should Establish
Uniform Standa;ds for the Regulation of Conimercial Adver-
tising. I. .

,

. basic Concepts

This resolution requires the federal government to'enact a law or
requirement whicb, provides uniform standards "coniistent in
action, intention, or effect."1 Currently, Webster's Dictionary'
definer& standard as applying "to some model,
etc. wi.th which things of the same class are c.o ared in order to
determine their-quantity, value, quality, etc."2 A regulation "is
not confinki to the inipositiga of restrictions, ,but includes all
directions by rule of the subject rnatter.7,3 Commercial advertis-.
ing is advertising "paid for by -sponsors."4 This is distinguished
from free public service advertisements or announcements offered
by radio and television stations. . .

.

Advertising is a rather broad category bi printed or spoken
materittl: . 1

AcCording to FTC practice and legal custom, advertising is de-
fined s any' action, method, or device intended to draw the
atten on of the pub
and t organizations . .. . Included in the definition in addition

lic to merchandise, to services, to persons,

o the obvious products 'advertised are irading stamps, contests,
freebies and premiums, and even labels on products.s

Thus, handbills, billboards, junk mail, magazines, newspapers, so,
well: as radio and television canb be covered ,. by this resolutioX
Since standards can be uniform within but not necessarily
tween categories, some bf these communication channels can be
xestricted while others remain free. For exdfriple, many states
now have regulations about placement of billboards tin highways,
and ,counties have traditionally regulated* the size of business

/ signs. There are also loold ordinances on commercial handbills
which usually regulate the time, place, and manner of distribution.

34.
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Advertising Revenue

35

Advertising revenue is the lifeblood"Of Anwrican media.6 In 1978
over $4.5 billion was spent in' advertising, A' partial breakdown of
where this money went is as f6llows:7

Newspapers $12.7 bilhlân
, Television ;

Direct Mail 6.0
Radio 3 0

b

Magazines . 2,6

,

Business .PublicatiOns
Outdoor.. 0.5

Robert Coen, director of media research at McCann-Erickson, Inc:,
reviewed the data foi.-1979,. a year Which saw $49 billion:being
spent. He notes the percerit increase fOr that year:

. eptwork.teleVision; up 14%; spot TV up 12%; radio, up 1;1%;
magazines, 1394 a `?bitSuprise":--the "exeeptional" 17%-jumti
in newsitaper-spepding, and other media showing a 12%. climb.
Local heWSpapiti and.television were both up 14%8

.

Currently, Over' $200 a year in advertising is spent for each person
in the United Stites. Most . of the ad business is conducted by .

6,000 'egen6ies Clustered ..in- major cities, which employ 135,000
people.9 :

Whatdoes the immediate.future hold? For 1980, national broad-
casting ads iihould indreitie ;13 percent; national print by '10
'percent.' The ..total' for- national' advertising will probably increase.. .
by. over 11 percent,. whilethe local total will jump' 10.4 percent.-
Coen estimated .that )-United States advertising, NVIiieh Was at $20
billicin 41..to7o, Will hit $55 billion. by 1980 atyll soar to .$135
billion in 1990. Plotting higli-groWth categories .9f 'advertising, he

. said the twO '-fastest growing are spending bf inedia and: govern:
I

!Tient .advertisine Moreover', this growth will continue. Coen
Concludes: ".The current' expanifow will not _be a 'short-term
phénomenOn,. ,A:ireat deal ofpatch-up advertising ir still needed. .

Nevi produ6.6;:fuOlOa tor.:th'e .good prOfit perforthance of the fiat*:
th*ee: years, are not goinkta.he cut: back,'.:11 Even the advent Of-
lclónie Boi.Offide; pRy.te1evisión, and.iideO lames will not drestrOy
advertising, revenues for the.electroniciriedia. Martin'EWenstein,of
CBS believes for the lorig term thet gcable, pay formats and re-
corded yideo elrbecome viable industries. Bit 1990 [there *ill
be] 40 xhillion cable. .television honies and 12 million deo

.4
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players. Combined, they, will steal a percentage point a Year* from

network television, reducing rietvlork viewing from"86% to 78% by
the end of the decade. That Joss will be spread among the new
technologies in roughly equal pkoportions,"12

The Balpnce Sheet
A

a.

Advertising is portrayed as an essential ingredient of the free mar-
ket system or as an insidious ,corruption of consumer purchasing
patterns. Advertising Age comments on the mixed, character of
promotion:

The work of ad aiencies is sochilly useful because by stimulating
buying they will help keep people employed. They br)ng news of
new products to people and help stimulate the competition that
leads to better products and useful services. At the same time,
they play on people's anxieties to sell producis and,help convince
people to spend money on frivolities. Ad people, like every other
occupationaegroup, ape partly heroes, partly villains, and partly
victims.'3

Revenues from advertisers support newspapers, magazines, trade
and technical publications, many of which would fold Without
this money or become so expensive that few could afford to sub-
scribe to them. In addition, ad executives claim: r,

. advertising is irretrievably linked to technology and the tech-
nological process. Advertising expand's. It educates. And it in-

, forms the public and specific segments of the public about new
technolop, new products and technological trends "and problems.
Thoyfirld didn't perceive it needed a steam engine or a computer
or a washing machine or a car. But it discover94 that when those
products were presentedthey became ustrfurtools that enriched
man's life and increased his productivity, which is the source of
all human wealth and leisure. ,

Some belieVe that any attempt to regulate commercial adver-
tising would infringe on First Amendment freedoins. As Richard
Christian of Marsteller, hiof argues: "Communications fry a demo-
cratic society4jan intricate network, a seamless web. And govern-
ment cannot tamper with any part of that network without affect-
ing the whole. That perhaps is a startling attitude, for it suggests
that the copywriter working at his desk at an advertising agency
On Michigan Ave. in dhicago or Madison Ave. in New York haves
much right to the protections of the First Amendment as a news-
man filing' copy from Peking, 'I'el Aviv or Washington, D.C.""

This view is often expressed by members of the advertising,
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bu,siness, and media industries. However, there is another perspec-,
tive:

A

1 Critics of advertising argue that while people probably would
pay "more for some products without the savings brought by
mass production and advertising, they *ould pay less for many
more products such as cosmetics and patent medicines half of
whose purchase price pays for large advertising expenditures.
Critics also argue (not without challenge) that people buy more
than they really need because of advertising. 16

Yet another frequent criticism of commercials is the stereotyped
role models it supplies to the viewer and others. Several examples
of additional weak points of advertising are noted in.Nation's
Business:

Portraying women as housewives, mothers, shoppers, cleaners,
alai family cooksminimizing their roles in business and Com-
munity affairs
Promoting products some peopre find unacceptablecondoms,

, liquor, feminine hygiene items
Touting of meaningless product differences, which leads to
proliferation of duplicate goods
Glossing over of the' dangers associated with such products as
saccharin and cigarettes"

Advertising Effect

fhe American consumer is literally bombarded with commercial
advertising. It has been estimaied that we are each "exposed to
over one hundred ten advertisements per day, and at least seventy-
six of them register in our consciousness."18 As if to emphasize
the commitment Of business to advertising, the 197&&çxff Re-
pbrt to the Federal Trade Commission states:

. .. from the advertiser's perspective the purpose of marketing
communications-is ultimately to sell the product or the service.
Thus to the ,extent that the provision [of information which "
educates rather than "sells" the comumerJ sonflicts with the
abilfty of the advertiser to sell the product, it is unlikely that he

411 will indulge voluntarily in such"intormational" communication."

Does advertising accomplish its .prinutry purpose? The conclu-
Sions of over ten years of studies have yielded mixed results, but
there are a"few general assumptions which have rec4ived support.

1. Attitudes vary considerably among vai1i4s groups .in the
popultion. In general, for instance, highly educated groups
havekeen more critical of advertishig than less educated ones.
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2. Attitudes in individual slimensions may also vary considerably
not only between gentiflable groups, but also within such
groups or even within an individuars,pessonal evaluation.
Some individuals might believe in alltertising's economic
functions but be highly critical of social dimensions,

3. Attitudes are growing less favorable over time in the popula-
tion as a whole and in most- individual groups within the
population wfiere attitudes have been monitored. This seems
to be true both of overall 'attitude toward advertising and of
individual dimensions.2°

General Restrictions

Advertisers ate subject to numerous general regulations which
apply to any publisher. Don Pemberof theUniversity of Washing-
ton provides several examples:

The first fact an advertiser must reiciember is that he must obey
the laws, which .specifically regulate advertising messages in
addition to aU the other laws which regulate the mass media. In
other words,'an advertisement can be libelous and the advertiser
can be sued for defamation. An adVertisement can be obscene and
can invade the privacy of a person. It can violate copyright law or
violate the Federal Communications Act. It can violate a federal,
state, or local advertising regulation.2'

There are also several statutes wliich -regulate specific aspects of
the content of the advertiser's message. Help wanted ads can no
longer be listed explicitly as exclusively 'tor males or females, nor
may ads for housing discriminate on the basis of sex, race, age,
marital status, or national origin. Laws which allow housing or.
apartment developers to ban couples with ,children are being
tested in the courts. Various truth in lending lain and product
wa7anty statutes require the disclopure of certain information
airout financing or product use. Requirements are placed on
adrrtising for alcohol and for professional services. Even political
advertising is subject to a proliferating number of rules:

There are numerous laws at both federal and state levels which
prescribe certain rules for political advertising: The rates for
political advertising are frequently limited. In many states news-
papers and broadcasting stations must file the names of political
advertisers with public disclosure Commissions. In Most stätes the .

name of the sponsor of a political advertisement must be included
in the advertisement. Political party labels must also be conspic-
uous.' -

In addition to thes"road regulatiohs, there ad vari9us laws
intended to discourage false, misleading, and deceptive advertising.

4
.
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State and Local Lawa
.'iiAhnost every stater lias a law on the books that makes it a mis-,

demeanor to disseminate false or misleading advertising. There are
several problems associated with this multijurisdictional. approach
to remedying the ills of deceptive publicity. First, states have lim-
ited tresources to. devote to enforcing various laws. Cases dealing
with 'false adveriising receive low priority in comparison with
crimes of proterty or bodily harm. Second, the jurisdiction of
Ade eriforceinent agencies extends only to the limits of its bohnd-,
aries. In an eia of interstate commerce and tsroduct messages, the
short reach of any single state's police power is inadequate. Third,
most actiong involve small amounts of money. The judicial system

. is not geared for delivering justice in this type of dispute.,Fourth,
"Prosecuting galse advertising is a rigorous, time-consuming chore.
Big companiei can afford good legal counsel to defend their adz
vertising practices. The suits are complicated. In the time needed
to begin It prosecution, the offensive advertising campaign has
usually long since ended.-Victory really brings little satisfaction."23

This is jnot to imply that all states and localities are ineffective.
Some states he Washington and Wisconsin are particularly praise-
worthy in their efforts. Also, as %noted in Chapter One, "because
of the c nsumer revolution, of the .last decade, cities, counties,
and stat s have all strengthened their laws and their enforcement ,
of false and deceptive, advertising. In some areas prosecution is
quite vigorous. In others, it is hot. The laws vary from state to
state, even from cfty to city."24 There are laws in some states
which restrict the right of . certain profesiions -to advertise their
prices and se4nices, even though a uniform standard which allowed
the unhinderei glow of this type oT information to the consumer
might allow f r better individual decision making.

..While stajd and local regulations provide one model for action,
'a preferred method is induitry self-regulation. z

Business SeltRegula tion

, Advertisers and businesses have variousindustiy-wide or individual
codes and boards whigh delineate acceptable commerciatmessages.
At the local level, the Better Business Bureau is the forum for re-
solving complaints about unfair advertising practices. Nationally,
thi National Advertising Review Board (NARB) was created' by

fthe Association of National Advertisers,,the American Association
of Advertising Agencies; the Advertising Federation of Amefica,
and the BBB. This organization is composed of "thirty rep nta-
tiVes of national advertisers, ten representatives of\ adv sing

4 "9
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agencies, and ten representatives of the public or non-industry.
When a complaint is received concerning the truth or accuracy.of
an advertisement in the national media, NARB acknowledges, it
and refers it to its staff for investigation."25

This investigation requires itdvertisers to substantiate their
claims, and if they are unableipto do so, the NARB requests tt.

change in the ad copy. If the advertiser refuses to adhere to its/
request, the Board will conduct an inquiry and, if necessary;
issue a public statement on the conflict. At this point; the matter
is referred to the appropriate government agency for action. "In
its first four years the NARB staff handled over 900 complaints
with only twenty-six appeals by advertisers to, the Board itself.
No complaint was referred to a government agency."26 )

One of the major problems with -this approach is the strong
doubt tbat industry , will, effectively regulate itself.N9ome critics
maintaid that such rides will represent the lowest common level
of agreement and will reflect the industry's viewirather than that
of the consumer. Pember cautions:

Most economic theories are based on the presumption that if all
things are equal such and such will resqlt, Selfregulation is based
on the assumption that all sellers and "idvertisers are honest and

\ fair and look out for the good of the consumers who buy their
products. However, all things are no equal; and all advertisers are
dot honest and scrupulons. Hence,ft,elf.regulation does not work
vary often."

-Media Regulation

BrOadcasters, newspapers, and magazines have developed their
own codes for the regulation of advertising copy. The National
.AssOciation of Broadcasters (NAB) has formulated a Code .of
Ethics which establishes guidelines on programtning and adver-
tising for radio and television. Th4 telelision code, whic11 has 70.
percent of stations as members, has afprovision truiring sulp-
stantiation of claims if challenged by the NAB. Besides assumibg.

tidvertising:
some responsibility for+. "truth" in advertising, the televisir
industry has set timv standards for t

The tefevision code specifies that advertising must be limited
to nine minutes and thirty seconds per prime hour on network

*affiliated stations. Independent stations, which are usually
less profitable In operation, are allowed a full twelve, minotes.
Sixteen minute's is the limit for all other times except "Children's
Weekend Pcogramming," during which twelve minutes aW al-
lowed. The code also sets standards for the time of dayi,during
phich certain products and services-may be advertised.?"

4 )
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One problem with this type of ind try-wide self-regulation is
that it may. run afoul of the antitrust aws. The Department of
Justice has recently f led an action agai st the NAB alleging re-
straint of trade-4n vi lation of the Sherthan Act. The Ameridan
4rtterprise Institute's Journal on Government and Society explains:

It seems that the NAB's "overcommerCialization rules" (which
limit the number and format of television commercials) have
caused the amount of broadcast time for advertising and public
service announcements to be "artificially curtailed and restricted"
and price competition has thus been 't'restrained and suppressed."
Accoiding to Ahe Judice Departnient, these limitations have
boosted broadcasting -profits by increasing advertising ratCs
while simultaneously inflating the_retail prices of major products
(to cover advertising costs) andinhibiting smaller producers from
advertising.29

Another problem is the weak enforcement provision for Violating
the code Zuckman and Gaynes concluded:

The enforcement procedures for both broadcast codes are similar.
Each has a Code Board and a Code Authority Director who mon-
itor broadcast advertising, resolve advertising complaints and en-

't* force the Code provisions against those who subscribe to them.
The only direct sanctions for violation of the codes; however, are
forbidding the display of the Code's "Seal of Good Practice" and
removal of the station's call letters from the Code Roster.3°

The, print media also have developed self-regulation for ad cop)r.
Traditionally, each paper or magazine has'established its own rules
dad ptocedures for accepting and investigating commercial advere
Poing. An example of such an approach is provided by the.New'
York Times:

The Times maintains a Department of Advertising Acceptability
which examines all advertisements before they are published. If
they contain unacceptable statements or illustrations the adver-
tiser is notified. If the advertiser refuses to make changes the
Times will not run the ad. Frequently, the Department will
check ad claims Tiffs own initiative, and reader complaints may
also prompt inve igations. If these investigations turn up false4
or misleading advertising the Times rill decline any further
advertising from the advertiser involved.31

The Wa8hington Po8t has similar standards, and "uniquely, one
member of the stag works as an 'advertising ombudsman' whose
'job it is to expedite and resolve complathts from both advertisers
and readers."32

The newspapet codes can be very effective in regulating ads if
there is follow-up investigation of complaints. If all papers or

*
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magazines had, strict standards, a potential advertiser would be
forced. to conform to these requirements or forfeit local print
outlets' for disseminating product information.

Federal Regulation

There are numerous federal regulations on advertising. Over thirty-
two statutes, including currency . and postal laws, exist to. deid
with vartous types of advertising -Practices. A feW of the more
noteworthy inatide "the Communication Act, Federal Drug and

t . Cosmetic Act, Consumer Credit -Protection Act, Copyright Acti,
Consumer Products Safety Act, Federal Cigarette Labeling and
Advertising Act, Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939, and Pipit
Variety Protection Act. In addition, regulations can be found in
the .. Age Discrimination Employment Act, Federal Seed Act,,
National Stamping Act, Savings and Loan Act of 1952, Sechrities
49,4 and Aid to the Blind and Handicapped Act."33

More specifically, the Federal Communications Commirsion
(FCC) has some authority for broadcast advertising.:In an agree-
ment reached with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) it was
determined that, "the FCC has responsibility for assuring that
commercials are neither objectionably loud nor excessive in
number and that a separation is maintained between advertising
and programmingl especially during children's programs. Mis-
leading or deceptive advertising on radio or television isito be
controlled by the FTC.".34 It is the FTC, however, which is the
major federal agency involved ifith commercial advertising.

-Federal Trade Commission,

Among the major responsibilities of the FTC is the duty to protect
"the public from false and deceptive advertising, particularly for
food, drugs, cosmetics, and therapeutic devices" and to regulate
"the Pncicaging and labeling of consumer products to prevent
deception."35 This agency is empowered to launch an investiga-
tion after a complaint is received, about a deceptive ad.. The
procedure followed is outlined below: '

If as a result of the investigation, the commission feels formal
hearing is necessary to determine tbe issues, it will dr11114 a de-

'tailed complaint specifyIng the alleged false or deceptive practices
and will hat a hearing. At the hearing an administrative law
judge 'malie an initial decision after both sides present their
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respective posItions. The judge's decision is final, unless it is re-
viewed by.the commissioners. If the decision is unfavorable to
the advertiser the Commission may-issue a cease and desist order
which, if violated, will subject the advertiser to an action in a
federal district court, for civil fine. The advertiser may seek
review of the,cease and desist order in the United States Court of
Appeals.36

,

Deception

43

Of course, before the FTC can act, it must be determined that
there has been a "deception.n There are four factors which must
be considered before any such conclusion can be reached. First,
the real meaning of the ad must be determined. Second, there
must be elgients of Untruth about fulfilling the implicit promise,
contained in the ad. Third, the agency must determine if the
falsity is substantial and material to the claim made. Fourth,
evidence must be presented that the advertising message is mis-
leading with respect to the ordinary perceptions of tlie targeted
audience. Finally, it 'has been resolved that t'an advertisement is
deceptive if it has a tendency to deceive (see FTC v Raladam,
1942). The FTC does not have to shOw that any person has been
deceived. In fact, the commission can rule that ah advertisement
is deceptive even if the advertiser presents as witnesses consumers
who testify that the advertisement is not deceptive."31

Remedieg

There are numerous remedies which the Federal Trade Commis-
sion can ulllize to neutralize deceptive practices. A partial list
wduld include: advisory opinions,5voluntary compliance, indUstry
guides, consent decrees, cease and desist orders, injunctions, trade
regulation rules, requests for substantiation, corrective ads, and
civil suits on bqtalf of consumers. Advisory opinions "are promul-
gated at the re4uest of a business or an individual and apply
specifically to a practice that the business or individual is consider-
ing, The opinions define the limits of the law as they relate to that
pattiCular business practice."" These apply to proposed adverbs-
ing,campaigns. If an ad campaign is already in progress:a company
could- voluntarily comply, with an FTC request to tetminate
questionable practices withoui admitting guilt. Industri? guides .

"t aditionally have been used by the ;commission as 'a way to
inte pret provisions of statutes administered by the FTC or tO give
the commiSsion's views on how a statute applied to a new' business
sit ation. Recently the industry guides have gained a reputatioQ
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for being too specific arid 'nitpicking' and, as a result, the commis-
sion has repealed a large number of old guides and has almost
entirely.stopped issuing new ones."39

The next 'levels of enforcement are more rigorous and binding
on an industry. Consent orders are written agreements between
the commission and an alleged violator. "The commission is ,*

often able to stop an illegal oi questionable practice without
lengthy 'adjudicative proceedings by negotiating a consent order
'with the respondent. In the order, the- respondent neither admits
nor denies any wrongdoing, but agrees to discontinue the pfactice
and to take some kind of affirmative actionto rectify past ac-
tions.") A cease and 'desist order is issued by the FTC to stop an
advertising practice deemed impermissable by the agency:

Under this procedure the Commission drafts a proposed com-
plaint together With a cease and desist order and attaches them to
a notice of intent to commence formal proceeding. This package
is sent to the alleged offender who must advise the Commission
within ten days 4f it is willing to forego,a formal hearing and have
the issues resolved by csirent decree. -Once settlement' is nego-
tiated and accepted by."The parties, it has the same effect as an
order issued after a formal proceeding. These settlement methods
are made palatable to the businesses involved because they do not
have to admit any violations of law. As an indication of their
popularity, between 150 and'200 decrees have been issued every
year since 1961.41

Under either consent decree or the cease and desist orderithere is,

still no admission of wrongdoing on the part of the advertiser.
Injunction is a relatiiFely new power that wat) kranted to the

FTC in a rider attached to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authoriza-
tion Act in 1973. "Spokesmen for the FTCI have said that the
agency 'Will use the power only in those insances in. which- the
advertising oan cause harm, in those cases where there is a clear
law violation, and in those cases where there is no prospect that
the advertising practice will end soon."42 Trade regulation rules
(TRRs) are also new ih the arsenal of weapons used by the FTC.
Granted under the MagnusOn-Moss Warranty Act, these TRRs
allow the agency to promulgate industry-wide trade regulations.
Formerly, the ETC could only pursue'deceptive advertising prac-
tices one ad at a time. Now common problems can be solved in
a more sweeping manner. There` are numerous advantages to
thcse TRRs:

They speed up and simplify the proce4 of enforcement. Adver-
tisers can still litigate the question, chall nge the trilde regulation

4 *
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rule, seek an appeal in court, and so f tilt:. In moet tates they
probably will not go to that expense. Trade regulation rules
should have a great deterretft effect a4 they cqmprehensively

-delimit what constitutes an illegal pracU4é. In thMat aftOr the
commission iesued a cease and desist ord , businesses freqUently
attempted to undertake practices which f ll just outside the nar-
row boundariee of the order. The TRIts are much broader and
will make it 'much harder for advertisers skirt the limitatIons.
Finally, via the TRRs the FTC will be ab to deal with problems'
most evenhandedly. An entire industry ill be treated similarly,
and -just one or two businesses will not e picked oUt for com-plaint:*

The Federal Trade Commission posse es several other powers.
For 'example, it can require advertisers substantiate claims made
and can sue on behalf of consumers w have been defrauded by
false ado in violation of a cease and de st order or a TRR. In rare
instances; the s FTC will require an ind stry to run corrective ads
to counterbalance misleading informati s n from a lengthy conimer-
cial cafneaign. Typically, between 15 d rrcent of the adver-
tising budget must be devoted to this rein

?

-
Effectiveness

For many years the Federal Trade Commission was known as "the
little gray lady of Pennsylvania Avenue" because of its general
ineffectiveness in consumer matters. Recently, the commission
has beconie quite active in protecting the public from misleading
Or harmful commercial advertising, This rejuvenation has engen-
dered an outcry from business lobbyists, and a bill has' won die
support of both housei of Congress which would soverely restrict
FTC powers; For example, one house of the Congress could Veto
any regulatory action. In related action; a Senate Commerce
Committee bilLigould severely curtail FTC powers over children's
television advertising.

*Even use of Corrective ads is not a complete-success, however. A
study completed after the FTC requirdd corrective action on .STP
ads demonstrated mixed results:

The biggest changes- uncoyered in before-and-after surveys was a
significant increase in awareness of problems with STP advertis-
ing and a significsnt decrease in purchase intentions for STP oil
treatment. The, ads had little impact, according to the research,
on STP's corporate reputation, which continued to be "regarded
quite highly."

The major problem otill remains timely action:

5 3
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The commission's greatest enemy in deali
/ is time, the time needed to bring an action

Advertising campaigns are ephemeralh
tomorrow. The average eampaigh doesn't I
eight months. It normally takes the commiss
that to catch up with the advertiser,, to co
process requirements Involved in a hearini

with false advertising
ainat the advertiser.

re today and gone.
t more than sixor

On much longer dihn
ply with all the due-
, and to ultimately

decide whether there has bell a violation of the lay. By that
time everybody has forgotten about the advertisement, and
the advertiser is promising people a new pot of gold at rainbow's
end.46

4

Case Studies

,s4

What are potential case areas of Concern to policymakers? Several
examples whfch demonstrate the breadth of this commercial 1.
advertising resokrtion will be discusled in this final section.

Advocacy Advertising

Access to the media for advertising is important if organizations
or individuals are to disseminate their ideas to the public. This is
especially bate if the group is promoting cpntroversial ideas and
receiving inaccurate Media coverage of their position. As Justice
Brennan noted, newspapers should not be discouraged from carry-
ing these "editorial advertisements." To do so, he claims:

. . might silk off en important outlet for the promulgation of
information and ideas by persons who do not themselves have
access to* publishing facilitieiwho wish to exercise their freedom
of speech even though they are not members of the press. (Cf.
Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 444, 452; Schntider v. State, 308 U.S.
147, 164). The effect would be to shackle the First Amendment
in its attempt to secure "the widest possible dissemination of
information from diverse and antagonistic sources." (Associated

.Presi u. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20)47

This type of advocacy advertising, once primaiily practiced bi
citizen croups, is now frequently used by niajor corporations tot

promote their views 'on curreht social issues:

Whether by acciaent or by design, suoh advertising lately, has
begun to balloon. To illustrate, since the turn of the' year, the
Wall Street Journal has carried advocacy ads not only from
Aetna but also from American Electric Power, Bethlehem Steel,
CoMinental Oil, Dresser Industries, Eastern Air Lines, W. R.
Grace, Gulf Oil, Kaiser Aluminum, Pennwalt, SmithKline and
Union Carbide, presenting the corporate point of vie on such

ty-
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burning issues;if the diy u taxatiOn, in ation and energy. Ngne
hassiecessarilybeen of Pulitzer Prize liber, but all have made

. a 'worthwhile contribution to the ongoIn debate."

47

Senator Abouresk of "South, Dakota wis upset it this fleiing of
corporite Muscle and &night to invest ate implieitiops. "I want
to try to find out [its] purpose and e tent: Then we ean get on
the imriond agencies. If compjnies are wrongly taking -tax deduc-
tiOns, we'll get on the. IRS...If the advertising is deceptive, we'll
get on the FTC. If the -ads are controversial, we'll get on the
FCC."49 , ?.

With their large adVertising- funds, corporations call' outspend
other groups in, attempts to influence the public on issues" of
importance to business. Other problems are created. For example,

sAetna ran a series of ads on...large jury awardS in accident cases.
Lawyers telt' thatIttre manner in which' this information was pre-:
sented would bigi futute jurieS. Solar,.however, attemptsto stop
thisad campaign have Mat with fallnie..As Barilon's notes:

After first seeking redress in vain from the' Offiee of tOteumer
Affairs and the Federal Trade Commission; several trial lawyers
brought' suit. Aetnes ads, they :charged, are- misleading and,s .

might possibly influenCe a juirigifinat their clients in negligence
cases. Hence they sought 63 enjoh(Aetfia and the other under-
wilters from' publication, a thrust V4( hid% two federal judges (a
third case is pending) have now rejected,r,

:.One possible relief would be to extend. the Fsirness Doctrine to
those ads. 'If the advertisements address an area of controversy,

"compensating Isime must be offered "for the oppt5sirig view be
bxpressed. The FCC had been wiling to o this in thepast with.
cigarette ad.air bag teleirision;:ids." Horçver ; the ommission
has revised itsspolicy irithis. area and no long Ng with its past
precedent. .

Access
1, "

) 7, )
., pr, I ..

'.' ., 1 . ',

Unless individuals groups or organizations haire access -tc,,, the,. ,
^ medIa,lheir oopinion0 will not be heard bY most of the piiblic..

Even if irotips have sufficient moner,and comply wi* general
media advertising ,iegbliti ns, they cip 4,)e tienied the right to buy
commercial time or adwe space. As.'sZuckman and Gaynes..

f'

ote:
. ,,

HistoliOally, it has teepihI press's mrecOgative to accept or
.,

raiect proffered advrtisipg:as it sees fit: Thia)same 'prerogative
la)also claimed by ti he fiewer broadcast . media. %it for many

. .. . "
, / /

,
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fr people newspapers and radio and 4elevision are the only effective
outlets for the communicatiop of ideas in modern American
society.52

Such centrol was seen as violating First Amendment-guarantees of
free speech. ,

The Supreme Court in two separate decisions found no such
oonstitutional right to access. In CBS v. Democrati4National Com-
mittee, the Court refused to find either First -Amendment or
statutory provision for mand;tory acceptance cif paid editorial9
ads. In Miami Herald Publishing Co. U. Tornillo, the Court struck
down a 'law which required newspapers to offer reply space to
political candiaates. "The Tornillo decisioriltlems clearly applicabli)

to claims of access for editorial advertisements arwell. With these
two decisions, the media-owner's control over the advertising to
be presented to the public throuilkhis or her facilities has been
greatly enhanced:53 Criticsof their decisions argue that the in-
creasingly centralized argI conglomerate-owned media now dan
deny commercial access to anyone they consider tOO tontroversiall
This could seriously impair the ability -of individuals or organiza-
tions to promote their ideas.

Children's Television Advertising

One of the major battles o the FTC f. the
involved restrictions on children's televisi a

are parent and consumer groups who urge that.

veral yearkbas
the one hand

. . . pmramming and advertising directed at ch . should be
More-closely.scrutinized by-parents and the government. Because,

they claim, young children are often una41e to distinguish be-,
tween faet or fantasy or between progronming an0 advertising,
commercial messages directed toward Orem are inherently de-
ceptiVe. The most serious danger, ... ls that the majority of these
advertisements urge children to consume products, especially
heavily sugaied foods; that may be hazardous to their health.54

The other side of the issue is represented by industry advocate's

who-argue that tpersons who make the dedsions on whether to
'

buy certain produpts are not children but thek parents. It is
parents who have the ultimate responsibility to supervise their
families' diets, they say, and parents have sufficient intelligence
and information to balance the pros and cons of eating pre-sweet-
ened products."

The FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection studied tthis issne

Auld concluded: "It is both drifairind deceptive . . . tyddress tele-
, ..
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vised,advertising for 'any product to young children who are still._
too young to understand the selling purposes. of, or Otherwise
comprehend or evaluate, the advertising." This report recom-

, rnended that the Commission: .
.

(a) Han all leleviseit advertising for any product which'is di eted
to, or seen by, audiences composed.of a significant proport n ot
children (below the age of 8) who are too young to un nd'
the selling purpose of,' or othrerwise conprehend
advertising;

(b) *Ban televibed advertising directed to, or s
composed of a significant number of older chit

4 old) for sugared products, the cqnsurnpt
most_serious dental health risks;
(c) Require that televised advertising 'directe to, or seen by,'
audiences composed of a 'significant proportion of older children

-for alloyed products not included in Raraglaph (b) be-balaneed
bkiputritional and/or health disclosures funded by advertisers.56

T./
Television Viewing by children has reached fitaggering propor-

.

tions. The average American child between the ages of tWo and
eleven watche's four hours ofbtelevision each day, more time than
those of school age spend attending classes. In so doing3 that-6

e ildren
average child watched 20,000xonmercials. Accbrding to varying
reports, the annual expenditur advertising directed at ch
is $200 to $600 million. Much of that commercial time was sAmt
promoting sugared products that are poor in nutrition and cause
tooth decay." The problem is that children cannot assimilate
the true importance of information they receive from television.
As Peggy Charron of Action for Children's Television notes: "We
believe It is onbi' at the junior high level that a child is equipped
cognitively and experientially to make the choices television
advertising seeks to have the audience mlike. Before that age, all
television advertising will inevitably deceive."58

The problem is that such a ban would crtkatr.economic havoc,
with no guarantee, says the industry, that eating habits will
change:

0, On purely, economic grounds, a TV ban on advertistngiAt children
under 12 would be difficult to justify. The initial loser would be
the television industrywhich would have to swallow an annual
loss of more than $126 million in toy, cereal, and candy commer-
dals. lleyong that, a study by ,two economics professors at \
Lehigh University projects that lower sales of toys, cereals, Old
candy would result in substantial numbers of lost jobs and even-
a decline in gross national product.59
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In addition, First Amendment-rights would IA seriously abridged.
As the Milwaukee Journal editorialiied:

.isuch abridgement [of an advertiser's 'right to pitmote legal
products) would set a fearsome precedent for all forms of expres-
sion. .. . It -would represent ,encroachment on the First Amend-
ment. And after bans on children's ads, what next? Already one
consumer group wants the FTC to ban advertisements for high-fat
foods, such as hamburgers and ice, cream. When government
begins to censor the air waves in tiiis manner, divining which
messages Are good and which are harmful, there is no logical
limit to potential intervention.60

%Other measures less drastic than a ban could be exi)lored. Self-
regulation, counter acts on nutrition, and reducing the amount of
time allowed for children's commercials sre alternatives to a total
withdrawal of the advertisements.

Cigareite Advertising

Although cigarrette advertising was banned from the electronic
media in 1971, it was not successful in reducing sales a cigarettes.
The bacco industry merely shifted advertisipg dollars io the
print edia, and the 'electronic media, no longer bound by the
fairne doctrine, significantly reduced their anti-smoking ads.
This resulted in -an increase -in the consumption of cigarettes:

Ending anti-smoking commercials removed the major factor
contributing to decreased cigarette 'consumption. It is not sur-
prising, then, to find that total sales of cigarettes showea an
average annual increase of 2.5 percent in the five years following
the advertising ban, the greatest increase being 4.4 percenttin
1973.63

r

There are now proposals to have tobacco companies fund anti-
smoking messages or to restrict advertising to low tar products.
An American Cancer Society (ACS) report on smoking set an
objective of petitioning the FTC "to seek a voluntary agreement
to eliminate advertising of cigarettes with more than 10 mgs. tar
and 0.7 mgs. nico*; and requirelhat carbon monoxide content

'ft of cigarettes be reported on each pack."62 A more stringent
measure Wbeing planned by the ACS which.is cooperating with
the FTC to develop stronger labels on cigarette packs and is work-
ing on a (Dan of "all advertising of cigarettes except those with
significantly reduced tar and nicotine, content----and that more

. stringent annual ceilings will bo illaced on acceptable levels of
these and other noxious agents in cigarette smoke."63 Additional

t".,
)
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advertising on t ,j&ehazards of smoking may not be very productive.
As the Hastin enter Report noted:

By the ear 4.950s, when scientific studies first shSwed a link
between s king and lung cancer, cigarette smoking had become
a deeply in ained habit in American life. And, all publit (klucs-

,..tion effortp the.cebtrary, it seems likely to remain so. For all
that the ansmoking messages can offer is a probable reduction
of the hea1h risks, a weak antidote to the positiveif illusory

. images creiiited in the American consciousness over the past
century.64 ,

.
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4 Carcinogenic Products
Reolution

a

41,

Resolved: That the Federal Government Should Establish
Uniform Standards for Testing and Marketing All Products
with Potentially Carciliogenic E ffects on Humans.

Basic Concepts
-

Several of the key tcyms of this third resolution have been ex
plained in previous. chapters. The central issue involves the regula-
tion of cancer-inducing substances. Cancer is the second leading
cause of death in the United States. A commonly reported statistic
is that over 90 percent of all cancers are environmental% pro-
duced. Next year, there will be 700,000 new cases of human
cancer reported in the United States and about 390,000 deaths.
What is indeed thigic is that many of these deaths are preventable
within the ,confines, of currently existing medical information.
Dr. Schneiderman of. the' National Cancer Institute (NCI) has
estimated that between one-fourth to one-third of the 330,000
cancer deaths in the U.S.Lon 1974 could h ve been prevented.
The total of such avoidable cancer deaths c e to 99,500. By
far the greatest. number of preventable* deat 70 000were
caused b* cigarette 43moking. An additional 5,000 were related
to combined smoking and heavy iritake of alcohol.'

°This resolution calls for equal regulations or requirements
for those goods which have a likelihood of causing cancer in
humans. These, requirements can be stricter than those currently
used, of present rules can be eliminated entirely:Further testing
need not be imposed before the product is marketed. Since
marketing is rprocess, standards may be imposed at any point
after a product is finished but before it is consumed. This, Of
course, includes advertising forloods.

. \i)
The carcinogenic, or cancer-causing,,, effects of products is the

, Carcinogenic Effec(s

6

2.

4
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subject of an ongoing Abbate in the acientific community. The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) defines
a potential occupational carcinogen as follows:

. . . any substance or combination or mixture of substances
which cause an increased incidence et benign and/or majignant
neoplasms'or a substantial decrease in the latency period between
exposure and onset of neoplasms in humans or in one or more
experimental mammalian species as gie result of any oral, respira-
tory, or dermal exposure, or any otter.exposure which results in
the induction of tumors at a site other than the site of administra-
tion.2

This definition was derived after. years of hearings and testimony
from government and industry scientists aid represents a view
which parallels that of other federal agencies. Generally accepted
under this concept is the belief that substances which produce.
benign tumors in Sinimals or people must . be considered to be

if capable of causing malinant ttimors and thit there is no safe level
of , exposure to cancer-inducing substances. Other repearchers
sharply deny the validity of these assumptions of wtrcinogenic
effect. lAs Dr. Coulston of the Albany Medical College has noted:

More and ignore toxicologists -and 'pathokogists recognize that
there can be a no-effect level, for chemical carcinogenft in an
mimal, particularly the mouse, and that benign tupors shoUld
not be called cancer unless there is definite and observable inva-
sion of tissue by tumor cells and metastases to some other part
of the animal's body. The regulators are coming close tO saying
that any inflammatory process or lesion is a cancer. In this case,
any black eye or bruise could be considered a precancerous lesion
and should be removed by a surgeon!3

J.

In respbnse to criticism of this view by Drs. Lijinsky and Wolfe,
Dr. 'Coulston concludes that their position on the subject of food
additives alone would lead to situation wEil!)re "the U.S. chemical
and food industries would ile se ck so drastically that the 400d
supply could be cut in half."4 If a rue'rzero tolerance level of
'potential carcinogens is imposed, a larg number of everyday activ-
ities Could be restricted. Richard Wilson of Harvard supplies these
eamples: "If we decide to ban all known carcinogens, no matter
what their potency and exPosure level, we must stop all cigarette
s oking, fossil fuel burning, wood dr charcoal broiling of steaks
(4 produce benzopyrene). MoreoVer, as soon as a chemidal is
foiind to be carcinogenic we would have to stop its use.'fl (AslIP
noted in Chapter One, the issue of risk assumption is central to
each of the resolutions.) Wilson concludes that "it is .prudent to

-ip
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base public policy on highly conservative assumptions. However,
zero risk iq not a prudent public policy.goal: LOving is risky. Eve6k,.
thing we do, or is done to'us, has hazards: ring this principle
in the case of cancerby a policy of eliinin any risk of cancer
at an ostleads to irrational public polic A cOntrary posi-
tion i offered by Dr. Wolfe of the Health Research Group: "Al-
though it is theoretiCally possible that there ts a'close or exposure -
level of a carcinogenic food additive below whidi novo of the
200 million .Americans who use it regularly will get cancer, in
practice there is no way to determine what this `safe"threshold
is."' Testing is required to establish the degree Of disease result-

. ing from certain levels of exposure.

Testing

How is pOteifitial carcinogenicity determined? OSHA has estab-
lished a rigorous testing propedure:

Substances will be classified as Category I poteutial carcinO-
gens (confirmed) if it is 'determined that they meet the above
definition in along-term bioassay producing results in concordance
with other scientifically evaluated evidence. Evidence of con-
cordance includes positive results from testing in the same or
other species; positive results in short-term tests that measure
such, activities as mutations, chromosomal damages, and changes
in growth patterns of mammalian cells in vitro; and evidence de-
rived from tuthors at injection or implantation sites.8

There are two other types of test resuls which also add 9rotificant
information to this process. First, the metabolic or pharmacokin-
etic activity of a substance may be different in animals and thus'
would not cause cancer in man. Second, epidemiological studies of
hurnins over a long term may either confirm or, deny the cancer-
causing properties of questionable carcinogens.9

Much of the evidence for an initial label of "cancer-causing"
comes from animal tests. There has been established minimal
group size for valid animal tests. "The number is usually 50 males
and 50 females, a total ,of 100 animals. A Single test for one
chemical usually consists of three-dose groups of this size and
preferably two species. Such a test on the 600 animals involved
over a period of two years usually is estimated Nost about
$150,000, setting ecinomic limits on the maximum n4mbers of
animals used."."Y Dr. Lijinsky of the Frederick Cancer Research
Center believes that such tests are a valid predictor Of human
cvcers: .1,

, .

First, animal tests are predictive o carcinogenicity iq man,
wpo is not an exceptional species'in th s regard. Secondly, there

Si)
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is a dose-response effect: Larger doses of carcinogen given to
experimental, rodents make tuniors appear within twd years
(untreated rodents normally live only a little longer than that),

'whereas the comParativelY small doses to which people are ex-posed make tumors appear in them only aftera much longer
time. Thirdly, not all of thq eZposed people developed the cancer,suggesting that a conside hie variation in susceptibility td the
carcinogen (which might iave soniething to' di? .9.14111 genetics),
just as we find in experim tal

These conclusions have, at times, been substantiated :in human
s udies. Epidemiological studies in man have directed us to the
identification of certain substances w4ich are carcinogenic in man,
and these substances have been found eqtudly and simultaneously
to produce cancerous tumorsdn experimental animals. In fact, the
parallel is so close that ahnos011 substances known to be carcino-
Sgenic in man have had the same effect in some' suitable animal
model.' Although there are methodological problems in such
animal tests, the direction of error actually is biased kin favor of
continued use of this procedure. Dr. 1Nolfe explains:

psing anim evidence of carcinogenicity .ito ban humin food
additives und restimates the problem. As menticined previously,
humans may well be more sensitive to-a carcinogen than animals.
Equally important, however, is that humans are exposed to many
carcinogens rather than just one carcinogen.

Unlike the rat that is exposed to a single carcinogeic-,4 fiUMan
may get drugs, air, water, and occupational exposure laced with
carcinogens, to say nothing of other food additives that may notyet have been tested to seei if Ihey cause cancer. A little bit of
this plusia-little bit Ifif :that seems to be, at the Oast, additive and,
at worst, synergistic)3

This trust in the results obtained from animal studies is not
universal among researchers. As Dr. Coulston !kites, "Since there
are now more than ,1600 cheMicals that produce cancer in mice,
and only about 16 are known to cause cancer in man, the odds arepoar that the mouse is a good piedictor of cancer to man . . . . Ifthese chemicals were banned, an economic disaster would occur,.4 dot only in the U.S. but worldwide.' Despite imperfections,
some form of testing is needed to aid scientists in determining the
safety of various natural and man-made substances. Animahtests
have revealed the harmful effects of certain extremely powerful
cakinogens;

Three of the. major occupational or environmental chemicals
found to cause cancer in humans since 1970 were all originally
determined to be carcinogens in animal experiments:
, Estrogens (similar to those now used for menopause and for

birth control) were originally found to be carcinogens in large-
.,

63
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dose animal exppriments In the 1930's. Now they have been

found carcinogenk in humans, too.
Bis-chlovomet4l ether was found to cause lung 'cancer in

animals in the late 1960's (a4et suspicion of hump cancer).

Now, it's been found carcinogen* In humans, too.
Vinyl chlorideat 5000 to 10,000 ppmcaused liver cancer

in animals in 1969-71. Now, it's known tq be carcinogenic in

humans, too.15

Products

Most products do not produce such damage to individuals an he

enyironment as Dq and vinyl Chloride. Carcinogenicity i a larity

contrary to popular opinion that "anything will cause cancer if

you feed an animal enough of it." A survey of compouhds tested

for, carcinogenic actMty shows that less than 20 percent are car-

cinogenic "ir1, animals. Since these compounds were especially

selected for testing Vecause of strong suspicion of their carcirio-

genicity, *a far lawer percentage of carcinogens among chemicals

in general would be expected.'6 ofc

The 1977 Council on Environmental Quality concurs:

It is important to note that carcinogenic chemicals are prob-

ably a small minority among the 3.5 million known chemicals.

About 600 have been tested for carcinogenicity. Many were drugs

and oasticides, which by definition are biologically active; less

than 10% of the compounds have been found to be carcinogenic.

In a random list of chemicals, a'still lower percentage may be ex-

. pecy to exhibit carcinogenic activity:Of some 70,000 chemicals

in commercial production, the number of carcinogansin partic-

ular, the number to which there is widespread population expos-

uremay be quite small."

Unfortunately, there are still many substances which are alleged

-to produce cancer, in animals and humans. The debater should be

familiar with the following examples and others, since .. most

affirmative cases would use one or more for significance.

Saccharin

A series of Canadian studies on high.doses of saccharin fed to rats

indicated a higher than usual incidence of bladder cancer. The

FDA has estimated that this would equal an additional 1,200

deaths each year in the United States alone. Under provisions of '

the Delaney clause, the FDA was preparing to ban saccharin as

a food additive when Congress intervened to temporarily prevent

interference with sales of saccharin products. Representative

Martin of North Carolina nied one reason for this action: "With-
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out a noncaloric, noncarbqhydrate sweetener, millions of Amer-
icans will cheat on their otherwise bland diet, gain weight, and
increase their risk of cancer (colon and breast), cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, and hypertension' These preventive medicine
behefits of sacc l 'n in diet control are enormous."18.

In addition, re was widespread criticism of the original
study. Dr. Coulsto plains:

. -.

Certainly, these studies should be done over, particularly in
light of experiments by several colleagues and myself with rhesus
monkeys. No cancer or other physiologidal or pathological change
was produced in the monkeys when they were fed saccharin In
relatively high doses (as high as 500 mg per kg) for more than
six andt half years. ..

.

Current research at the National Cancer Institute with rhesus
monkeys indicates that they are suitable for chemical carcino-
genesis studies. However, the routine carcinogenic studies at NCI
on rodents and hamsters where the maximum tolerated dose ofa
chemical% given to one group of animals and half that dose to a

.....

second group, disregard completely a cardinal rule of toxicology
and pharmacology: the dose response in'terms of time.19

ii_.,
Other studies available in Mr did not confirm the finding of

the Canadians. A joint FDA/NCI group undertook a large scale
---epidetniologic survey of bladder cancer patients which was com-

pleted in 1980: In the NCI study, almost p,boo people, drawn
from five states and five metropolitan areas, were surveyed. About
a third of them were newly diagnosed bladder cancer patients,
the remaining two-thirds random "control" sAbjects. The risk of
bladder cancer for average users of non-nutritive sweeteners was
slight, according to the NCI study.2° There was a slight risk to
heavy users, 'and to those who smoke regularly. "These increased
risks were relatively small in epidemiologic termh, more apparent
in females than in males, anci without a consistent dose-response
relationship," the study note's.' Several kase studies were also
completed early in 1980: .. ,i

Dr. Alan S. Morrison and Julie E. Buring of the Harvard
School of , Pub Health compared the dietary habits of 600

, patients sufferin from cancer of the bladder Or urinary tract
with nearly as any people without cancer. Drs.' Ernst L.
Wynder and Steven D. Stellman of the American Health Founda-
tion in New Ydrk queried 367 cancer victims apd an equal num-
ber othealthy controls. By complying the level of use of artificial
sweeten& between cases and controls, the, researchys could
work out the relative risk, if any, of cancer.

Neither study found a significant relationship -between sac-
, charin and cancer.22.

4
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Even those groups who ware found to have greater risks in the
NCI study had no expess incidence of cancer. "Over-all; the
Harvard suryey found therisk of bladder cancer for sweetener users
to be no more than 10 percent higher than nonusers. Even Ions-
term or heavy consuniption of sweeteners showed no 'consistent'
evidence that sweeteners are carcinogenic. For lopg-term users,

rthe tisk was slightly higher, but for -men it was actually lower."23
The question is still not resolved. In 1977, saccharin was put

through a battery of short-term in-vitro tests sponsored by the
Office of Technology AssessMentand its carcinogenicity was
;found to be weakly positive; in 1978 and 1979, several reports
noted that saccharin 'Might be a cancer proMoter rather than
a cancer initiator24 Even Dr. Hooyet_of NCI cautions youngsters
and 'pregnant women not to consume artificial sweeteners, and
heavy use by anyone should be avoided.25

Benzene 4

Benzene is a chemiial which was snbject to a ,revised OSHA regula-
tion. In this in*Cce a new exposure level was set: namely, ope
'part per million (ppm) exposure in wait areas.

OSHA went far beyond the 10 ppm that most industrial benzene
users adopted voluntarily in the 'early 1970's. OSHA's reasoning
when it prol)osed the drastically reduced exposure limit followed
that adopted by all federal health regulatory agenciegaitere is no
safe level of exposure to a proven carcinogen.26,

This proposed standard was challenged as illogical because, Amer-

ican. Petroleum Institute attorneys contended, it is not possible to
demonstrate harm to workers even at the old industry standard of
100 ppm, prevalent before 1970. With the 10 ppm Standard,
"workers are not going eprotected:"27

'Fn October 197g, thJNFifth Circuit Court of Appeals struck
down. OSHA standards indicating that the agency must have
"some factual basis for an estimateof expected,benefits before it

can determine that a one-half-billion-dollar standard is reasonably
neceSsary."28 ,This imposi* of a cost-benefit consideration has
been strenuously opposed by the agency. The chief of OSHA,
Eula Bingham, noted that it is "inappropriate to substitute cost-
benefit criteria for the legislatively determined directive of pro-
tecting all exposed employees against material 'impairment of
health or bodily, function."29 Using a cost-benefit analysis, D.
Wilson of Harv/ird concluded:

0
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Using OSHA's own numbers for the cost of regulation, ...
'the -proposal would cost $300 million to saviO one hypothetical
life. (On this basis, the whole gross national product of $2 trillion
could save about H6,000. lives. But the situation carries yet a '4
deeper paradox. Lives will be lost in the process of manufacturing
the control equipmentmy estimate being on the average, one
life lost for 'every $75 million expenditure. Thus, enormotisly
expensive steps will possibly take four lives in order to save pos-
sibly one life.)30

69

This case .has been appefled' to the Supreme Court where a de-
cision will have tremendous impact on government regulation:

The U.S. Supreme Court now has before it a case that could
fundamentally reshape the way that federal agencies go about
making regulatory decisions. The justices are beine asked to de-
cide just how far an agency can go In drawing up rule& before it
is forced to consider their economic impact on the regulated
industry.

The case under consideration by the court involves strict limits
imposed on worker exposure to benzene by the Labor Depart-
ment's Occupational Safety & Health Administration.31

Asbestos

Asbestos is a mineral. "About 750,000 tons of asbestos were used
in the United State annually in 2,000 to 3,000 different products;

. . . it is widely used for its insulating and fireproofing qualities in
construction materials, auto brake linings, and other consuther
goods.'92 But asbestos, unfortunately, also has been determined .1

to be carcinogenic. It takes many years before the 'effects of
exposure leecome evident, though they appear more rapidly in
cigarette sntokers.

The Public Health Service calculates that approximately
1,000,000 men and Women are either currently employed or
were formerly employed as "asbestos workers" from 1930 to
about 1970. Of these perhaps 6 to 7 percent will develop mesa-
thelioma. (In addition, 3 times as many will die of lung cancer.)
This unhappy projection does not include people who were not
"asbestos workers" but were sigitificantly exposed to the mineral
'in shipyards, or in households contaminated by fibers brought
home on clothes of an exposed worker.33

What is being done about this problem? The government has
launched an informational advertising campaign to inCrease the
awareneSs of workers to the potential danger. A newly estab-
lished Mesothelioma Therapy Research Program "will explore
research techniques for very early, preclinical treatm4d. It will
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evaluate new procedures to prevent and treat dlseasejn asbestos-
exposed individuale."34 OSHA has set exposure limits for workers,
but Other federal agencies are considering more drastic marketing
measures. "The Consumer Product Safety Commission and the
Environmental Protection Agency have stated that unnecessary'
uses of asbestos may present an 'unreasonable health risk' ,to the
population.. The EPA says sit may consider bannMg or curbing the
processing', manufacturevand use of asbestos: 'The safety commis-

-skin says it cOuld seek td-dliiiiinak all nonessential uses of asbestos
'in consumer products."35

Cigarettes

"January 11, 1$64; marks the day when'the Suigeon General of
the Public' Health Service released the' now famous Smoking and
Health Report indicting cigarette smoking as. a major health hazard.
Subsequent reports, issued almost every year since then, haVe con-
tributed to a growing bpdy of scientific evidence that links amok-
,.mg to Ei variety of disabling and fatal diseases."36 The health
hazards of smoking a known carcinogen are staggering. The Amen
ican Cancer Society notes:

\ This year cigarettes will claim the lives of over 250,000 Amer-
icans: 70,000 smokers will die needlessly from lung cancer, and
another/110 to 30,000 from other sinoking-related malignancies.
Smokineplays a primary role in caming deaths from.beart atiacks
andsrkes from high blood pressure and from emphysema.

lso, scientific research has established that when a mother
smokes during the lest half of pregnancy chances of her baby
being stillborn or dying within the first week of life are increased
by a third. If such babies live, they are apt" to be,smaller and to
achieve less at school.,"

There are also direct economic done6iuences of such illness: "in
%addition to its toll in human lives and healtk? 'smoking is respon-
sible for. a loss of some $17 billion a yearibi the United States.
Medical care for patients with illnesses caused by smoking costs
about $4 billion a year. The remain4er'L$13 billionis from
accidents, absenteeism and lost work output.38

Although the government does reqtire health warnings on each
pack of cigarettes 'and the Federal Cominunication Commission
has banned cigarette ads on television, the National Commission
on Smoking and Public Policy found that:

the tobacco industry remikins virtually untegulated, unaccount-
able to any department or agency of goyernment for the hazakd-
ous conient or health connquence of its products ....
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The cOmmission recommends:

cr.!

that the subsidy of smokers by nonsmokers should be ended in
many areas .

that enforcement be intensified of laWs that exist in all statet
. forbidding the 'sale of cigarettes to minors

. that the trend to low tar/low nicotine cigarettes should'be recot.
, crnized and .encouraged39

The government offers mixed incentiveS on smoking, For
,instance, tgbacCo productsare pait of the Food for Peace program.
aryl are part of the farm price support system. At the same time
the government has begun a new $23 million dollar' anti:amoking
.campzugn, much of it_ directed at increased public information
and edncation measures for young peOple. Former Secretary ,

of 'HEW Joseph Califino, Jr. had .several Tecommendations on.

avIteting restrictions, indluding:

Ban oil cigarette onoking on commercial airlines
Restriction on sniaing. in public pieces

Increased radio and television anti-smoking spots'
Lower insurance Premiums for nonsMokers
Smoking and health programs in all schools
Maxim* levels for tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide ir)
cigarettes

Stronger restrictions,. against -smoking in hazardous Industrial
settings .

High risk groups listed in warnings in cigarette advertisements"

Federal Oversight Agencies

There are many other products which have potential carcinogenic
effects; however, the four cokidered in this chapter demonstrate a
variety of government agency responses to several distinct cate-

. gories of substances. Tlle remainder of this chaptet Will consider
in greater ,detail those federal agencies involved with testing and
marketing oversight of tillese substaddes.. . .

Odcupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

There are over one million wokers employed in the United States
%hemical 'and allied products industry. Many others come in direct
contact with potentially carcinogenió substances in theiPwork-

".;,i places. Death and injuries are commonplace. As 051-IA's director
tIt3ingham notes, "Occupitional disease costs at least MONO'

0,
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Americarf lives a year. . . . Yet,. despite the effods of labor,

industry,Ia1d government, many workers ,have little or, no idetrof

the dan that threaten their lives."4' OSHA was established to
promulg te standards 4:reasonably necessary 'and etpFiropriate" to
worker health, and safety. These standards were to be "feasible,'!,
the meaning' of which is under discussion, in the distinte.,,over
benzene exposure limits.

What Congress intended, William, H.' Alsup of the P.S::

Solicitor General's office told the justices, is ,for "feasible" to
mean technologically and economically "achievable" even if
the technology, ttrugh not currently available, could bei4ome

so" in the near future.
Representing the industry position, bhe American Petroleum

Institute argues that when
included a substantial evidelte
Labor) from going. overboard,"
Edward W. Warren.42

ngress enacted ,the OSHA act it
st to "keep the Secrei,ary (of

ccording to At's lawyer,

....\- ,, .

OSHA deals with carAnogenic substances as they occiirin the

work environment. Asbestos, benzene, and c ton dust are but 'a
few of the many .materials which are subjeqt to,regulatilan..Past
efforts have been extremely slowin reachifieinal forin. SHA

director Bingham sadly concluded, "in the nearly nin s the
Occupational Safety & Health Administration has been i usiness,

it has been able to issue final regulations at an avenge fate of only
about two pef xear. With several thousand' potential carcinogens in
America's wOrkplaces, we clearly faced an -impossible task at this
rate."'" Realizing that this pace would noi provide the necessary

0 ,

protection tor workers, a new policy aimed atT speeding up the

regulation process was announced in early T980. This policy de-
I tails the criteria, for identifying. ancl .classifying possible cancer-
causing substances. It is anticipated that the new policy should

streamline the testing pnicedure and interpretation of results,

. 'Ille new policy establishes two broad categories for occupa-
tional carginog e., scorifirmed and suspectedand sets forth

tio criterria that SHA will us% to determine which sulistances

... belorii In each ca egory. It ?also outlines, though not quite so
specifically, the regulatory actions that will be taken to limit
worker exposure to substahces in each category.°

Industry hopes that these explicit provisions for OSHA's iidards-
'setting procesewill perinit industry to forecast far more acqurately

,than in the past when the, agency's probable actions will be dealing

with a particular substance. This likely-would encourage voluntary
compliance ovezi:before OSHA takes any official action."

.
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While there is no guarantee that the agency will follow the pre-
liminary list offered by Clement and Associates, over 269 chemi-
cals would be likely candidites for regulation, including over 116
high volume citmicals..

The 2rthemicals on the list fill intotategory I, subject to
the toughest: rules, such as using protective clothing to reduce
short-term exposure as much as possible and posting a "cancer
hazard" sign. The consulting firm that compiled the list notes

P that it included sUbstances in this category if it found two pos-
itive reports of carcinogenit or neoplastic effects, if they were
scientifically acceptable. An additional 218 chemicals would
come under Calery II, where evidence of cancer risk is "only
suggestive." Th ould require reducing exposure levels low
enough to prevent -cute or chronic effects.46

This prelimiria.ry list was narrowed froM the 2,000 chemicals
- identified by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health as having.some evidence of potential carcinogenic effects.
The firm then examined the scientific literature available o'n the
remaining chemicals used extensively in the United States to
determine those substances Riost likely in need of regulation.
Warning iequirements for Category I may solve many of the
problems associated with workplace ciircinogens. Several surveys
show thatrchemical workers ildiscussing plant safety frequently
express tilt view that information on hazards is the key to worker
safety. Workers contend that if potentially hazardous substances
in the plitnt are adequately labeled, they themselves take adequate
precautions. "47

a

Environmental Protection Ageney (EPA)

The EPA is 'a government agmicy responsible for collecting (Wit
and monitoring compliance With various federal pollution statutes.
Two specific laws which deal with potentiallr carcinogenic mater-
ials are the Toxic Substanees Control Act and the Resource Con-
servation and RecoverY Act. Under the former law, industry is
required to suppp notice to the EPA's Office-of Toxic Substances
concerning hew chemicals, their intended uses, and their expected
volume. However, the information has not been as Useful as antici-
pated. Steven Jellinek, the EPA's assistant administrator for pesti-
cides and toxic substances, notes: "the trend seems to confirm
what Congress fearedwe don't know much about chemicals and
the industry isn't trying to find out much. It has strengthened our-

. resolve to propose the kind of minimum data that would be ek-

7,
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64 Carcinogenic Products Resolution

pected."48 These data can be gathered under various information
gathering mechanisms provided by the law:

This includes limiting or prohibiting manufaoture of a new
chemical, pending development of adequate data to assess risk.
In some cases, EPA will permit manufacturing to procczeut
require toxicity testing or liuman health and envir ntal
monitoring. Further, EPA may Kequife additional testing for
"signifiant new uses" or chemicals which may present 'future
problems."

Npl, satisfied with existing powers, the agency is seeking to re-
quire that chemical 'companies submit known but unpublished
health data on sixty-one chemical substances. The criteria used
to select these included "the quantity of the substance prpduced,
annually, the amount released into the workplace oi ambient
environment, the number of workers exposed and the duration of
exposure, and the 'extent to which the general public is exposed.

. In short, extent of exposure and potential for adverse effects were
the deciding factors."' Approximately one thousand firnis would
"supply EPA with the health and/or medical records of workers
exposed to the chemicals, animal study data on the biological ef-
fects of thyhemicals, and estimates of workplace or ambient air
concentrations of the substances."" This information would then
be used to take necessary regulatory action,w,.

Another important function of the EPA is to deal with iegula-
tions for waste hazards.

fn the past few years, the public has increasingly perceived
the chemical industry as a contributor to environmental poltu-

- Lion. Such episodes as the disposal of polychlorinared biphenyls
in the Hudsbn River and of the polychlorinated hydrocarbon
pesticide Kgpone in the James River have increated public con-
cern aboutthe erfects of chemical products on air and water.
The revelation of the long-term effects of chemicals buried in
the Love Canal 'area of Niagara Falls, N.Y has created anxiety
in residents of areas where the chemical industry is highlrccop-

1 centrated."

The amount of wa stes generated is truly staggering. Douglas
Costle, the EPA administrator, estimates that there are "750,000
factories or 'other sources, 60 percent of them in the cherhical
indttstry, which are producing 57 mil 'on tons of waste each
year."53 About 90 percent of this wast is disposed ot in envi-
ronmentally unsound,eays. To remedy Lhis problem the EPA has
proposed to tighten dóntrols:
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The new system will require the person generating the waste
to determine if it is hazardous and if so, to package it in an ap-
proved way and designate an authorized facility for disposal. The
manifest must also contain the signatures of everyone transport-
ing the material and the facility receiving it.

The transporters must contact the government in thf event
of a spill."

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

The FDA is part of the Department of Healtlf and Human Re-
sOurces, formerly the Department of Hea1tL and Wel-
fare. It has eight different bureaus: foods, drugs, veterinary
medicine, radiological health, biologies, meclical devices, diag-
nostic products, and toxicological research .55 Radiological health
"oversees the 2,800 firms that produce or assemble X-ray equip-
ment or manufacture such products as microwave ovens,, television.
sets, sunlamps, and lasers."56 Overexposure to these products
could cause cancer.

Most of the emphasis is placed on food safety and, for carcino-
genic substances, on the food additive regulations. The process is
described as followp:

Whet producers of saccharin or nitrates seek approval to mar-
ket their product, a food additive petition is required. The peti-
tion includes documentation of the additive's safety. Contained
in a related file (the Food Additive Master File) is supporting
material from prodrs such asitest results and correspondence
between them wEThe FDA. Stiff another file (the Food Additive
Subject File) contains correspondence with industry, consumers
and other agencies concerning the safety and efficacy of an addi-
tive. Also included are advisory opinions, data repot:ts and results
of evaluations on additives."

Much of the discussion centers on the 1958 Delaney clause which
provides that "no additive shall be deemed to be safe if it is found
to induce cancer when ingested by man or animal."

The Delaney clause covers only materials deliberately added
to food, including food packagingand not such contaminants
as pesticide residues or natural carcinogens (for vxample, afla-
toxin), for which tolerance levels are set under other FDA regula-
tions, and a few other exclusions. And despite its great fame (or
notoriety), the clause has rarely been invoked. )

However, stresses one FDA official, although the agency can
and has banned food additives suspected of carcinogenicity
under its "genera". safety" powers, the clause tnaket FDA "keep
a clitser eye on things."" A

WI
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Although this clause has been itivoked only nine times (in the
cases of saccharin, two packaging adhesives, oil of calanws, Violet
Dye No. 1, safrole, trichloroethylene, DES as an,animal feed addi-

- "five, and diethylpyrocarbonate), the abliolute nature of the word.:
ing of this amendment has triggered a chorus of dissenting voices.
It is claimed that this law allows no &lancing of risks, and that as
testing procedures become more accurate, an increasing number of
products will be banned. As Dr. Coulston concludes:,

Thus, benefit-risk relationships, socio-economic costs, and
acceptable risk levels for fOod additives must all be part of

- reconsideration of the Delaney clausa. Above all, administra-
tors of regulatory agencies should be given the rightbased
upon adequate scientific data as piesented b expertsto accept a
reasonable risk if it is in thepurilic's interest. V .

1A contrary view is offered by Dr. Wolfe. who says that "no
benefit to consumers of any food additive can be so great it out-
weighs the risk, however small, of cancer. . , ." Dr. Wolfe con-
tinues:

-

There is, in fact, quite a lot of discretion given to FDA in
using this law. FDA can and has rejected animal experiments
purporting to shoT, the carcinogenicity of a chemical if there
were too few animals used, the experimental animals did not

t an appreciably larger number of tumors than control animals,
or other experimental deficiencies were present. This is a proper
kind of discretion that will continue.6)

The dbbater may affirm either side of- this controversy over the
Delaney clause. The final consideration in this chapter will be
current federal efforts at coordinating testing of carcinogens.

Current E[forts\ ,

Tbe National Ca'Acer Institute's Clearinghouse on Environmental
Carcinogens dete r ines the priority for testing various chemicals
in the Iri

ti
ftitute's ioassay program. This series of $200,000 tests

exposes animals to large amounts of chenticals foi over two years.
David Clayson notes: "I see a time coming when all food additiy,6e2s

ir and over-the-counter drugs are going to'be tested (by bioassay] .

Another program is that established by the National Toxicology...
Program (NTP) of HEW. Several hundred chemicals are being
tested for carcinogenic potential in the four agencies coordinated
by NTP. NTP encompaimes the toxicology activities of the Food
and Drug Administration, the National Cancer Institute, the Na-
tional Institute of Environmental IrNalth Sciences, and the Na-

, tional Institute for Occupittional Safety and Health. Its fiscal
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1979 budget of $260, million provided about $70 million for. -

basic research, $71 million for testing, and $19 million for meth-
ods development." The purpose of this broad program is to in-
crease testing and develop new experimental procedures.

NTP does provide an effective organizational framework
within whith the federal health-related research and regulatory:
agencies can work together as has not been possible in the past.

The program's most important function is consolidating and
coordinating a number of activities, such as selecting chemicals
to be tested, (lath' management and analysis, and laboratory
animal production apd quality control, that used to 'be carried
out separately by the agencies involved,"

This cootdination has been heralde as i new uniform Scer
polity by federal regulatory agencies. As vironthental Protection
Agency Administrator Douglas NC Costle eclared: "This policY%
puts on notice those who deal in consumer goods or industrial
processes that may contain carcinogens that the goVerriment is
increasingly'.Vigilant of their actiVities."65 As a result of the new
uniform policy, the federal ageneies that regulate,carcinogenic sub-.
stances will now "use the same scientific basis for their actions,
and the actions they take will be complementary and mark the
least` disruptive, most 'efficient path to minimizing or eliminating
the dangers of cancer-causing substances."66.

Obviously, it is too early io evaluate this program. Hoiveyer, it'
does indicate the concern expressed by the federal iovernMent for
protecting consumers and workers from grcinogenic materials.

'717
I
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a

The preceding:chapters have provided a brief overview of some of
the policy issues important to the year's debate topic. Now the
burden shifts to the debater to begin thexprocess of gathering
additional evidence to suppOrt the numerous argumenf,s which
will 4be formulated during the upcoming forensic season. Re-
search has been likened to "the mortar and brick that hold argu-
'ments erect."1 While most students *. or- coaches have devised
their own Methods for gathering vital information, a general
review of research procedures may provehelpful.

Research 'Preparations
ob'

First, brainstorm with colleagues and coaches about what case
areas and issues are likely to be included As reasonable interpre-
tations of the debate resolntion. This discussion can be guided.by
examining various definitions of the terms and subjects covered
in standard books, and articles on the consumer topic. However,
no suggestion should be rulea out at, this point, no matter how
bizarre it appears. The purpose of the brainstorming technique
is to "generate as many ideas about the problem to be solved as
possible:"2 Absence of criticism allows everyone in the group to
feel free to make a contribution. The ground rules are easy to
understand: (1) evaluation and criticisnC`by gropp members are
fo'rbidden, (2) all contributions axe to *isle encoura0, "(3) an
attempt is made to create the greatest, quantity offdeas, and
(4) a combination of ideas and yoluSiens is sought.3 Keep a lidt
of ideas generated during discusgon as well as a synopsis of the

%reasons offered on the topicality and advantage's cof each potential
affirmative. Our squad is continually amused' When approaches,
to the topic congidered "obviously" unorthodox'in July, *pear
as cases in January.

Second, review past high school and college debate,resolutions
for similarities with this year's topic. While verbatim borrovhng

68 4
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of old cases and disadvantages is to be strongly discouraged, the
ideas on concepts could be equally valid under the current con-
sumer interest area. For example, the 1976-77 college topic
dealing with consumer product safety and ihe 1978-79 topic
on regulation of the mass Media contain a variety of issues com-
mon to either the consumer goods or the commercial advertising
resolutions. Also, last year's foreign trade topic has a number of
major arguments with the potential for a repeat performance.
Certainly, issues concerning food and nutrition as well as a con-
sideration of factors likely to trigger a deleterious trade war will
appear .under the cQnsumer gdods resolution. This latter will
emerge because government-imposed safety and pollution standards
on consumer goods are viewed by some nations as a form of non-
tariff trade barrier. These countries may become so upset with
this United States policy that they will retaliate by erecting
barriers of their own. The ultimate consequence would be a signi-
ficant reduction in the flow of goods between nations and con-
comitant economic disorder.

Third, closely related to reviewing prior topics is updating
evidence for those generic arguments which seem to applY every
year. For instance, disadvantages based on a loss of business con-
fidenge should have new links to .government actions generated
by plans on this year's topic.

Research Proc4dures

1

With this preliminary work completed, it is time to initiate a
procedure forl researching the issues revealed by brainstorming
and review. Sluccessful results will accrue only after ideas are
processed by ithe group.4 The, most systematic method of re-
searching information is to compile bibliographies on each signi.
ficant issue likely to be discussed.%While articles or books foot-
noted in this Analysis are a good starting point for accumulating
sources, the best method involves the \ise of the card catalogue for
bd?ks and indexes for journals and magazines. It is important to
realize that these are all listed under various subject or topi
headings. For ex mple, key ternis for this year's resolutions woul
include: consum r, product safety, advertising, toxic substance,
automobile safety;food additives, Food and Drug Administration,
Federal Trade Commission, occupational health.

114
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Indexes . /

Examining a few general jpobits on each of the resolutions will

provide a basic understanbifig of th6 subject matter. The next
step is screening major journals and periodicals. These sources
will provide current information- on the research topic. Two
references are availible: indexes and abstracts. "Incidentally,.
the Only difference between an abstract and an index is that
abstracts include, a brief summary. of the article, while indexes
have no explanatory information, only the Minimum citation
necessary to bate the journal article."' The most reVily avail-
able index is the Readks Guide. to Periodical titerature, which
contqns references to over 160 popular; non-tec nical magazines.
More Ispecialized are4the Public Affairs Information Service, the
Business Periodicals Index, and the Index to Legal Periodicals,
whic4 are valuable in researching many issues of consumer interest.
The Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publications inven-
tories "our government's welttr of print. The executive, legislw-
tive, and j4didial .branches of govetnment and various regula
agencies reports are indexed."6. .

In addition to the above, numerous specialized indexes have
been targeted for select audiences. The more useful among them
are included in the following synopsis: ,

FDA Clinical Experience Abstracts. Published monthly by
the rood and Drug Administration to provide .significant
human data'on the usefulness of drugs, devices, nutrients,
cosmetics, household chemicals, pesticides, and food
additives. Adverse effects and hazards of these materials
are also included. Indexes 180 U.S. and foreign bio-medical

periodicals, principally in cliracal medicine., Some animal
stUdies are included.

,

H alth Aspects of Pesticides Abstract Bulletin. Another
'E, onthly publication from the nvironmental Protection

gency. Seeks Jo foster current awareness of ,the major
worldwide literature pertaining to the effects of pesticides
on humans. Five hundred domestic and. foreign journals
are indexed.

-HRIS Abstracts. (HighwayJ Research Information Service)
A quarterly publication Jf ,A0,,Highway Research Board
of the National Acade ofSZTence. International overage
of reports and journals published on transportation, high-
:
way deSign-drainage-safety and cOnstruction, traffic con-
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trol, measurement and flow, legal studies, soil sciences,
urban transportation, land, use, and community values.

Highway Research- Abstracts. Another, publication from the
Ilighway Research Board. Very similar to the HMS
Abstracts mentiOned above except that it is a .monthly
rather than a quaiterly publieation.

Index Medicus. The basic meclical indoxing service of the
U.S. Published monthly by the National Library 'of Medi-
cine, the Index covers the world's medical literature to the
tune of several thousand ;journals. Human health is the
major orierktaticon, but biometry,' botany, chemistry,
entomology, physics, issychology, sociology, veterinary
medicine, zoology, and "esivironmental publications are
also indexed.

Pollution Abstracts. A bifnonthly abstract service designed
as ,a focal point for pubtisheçl nformation about envir

,ronmental pollution and its ontiol. Includes journals,
cOnferences, .newsletters, new Ewers, corporate reports
and news releases.. In addition, each issue features stories
from both public and private organizatións covering their

.actions in pdllution prevention,and control.
Psychological Abstracts. Covers over 860 journals, reports,

and books. 'Somei relevant subject headings are, food
preference, drug effects, eating, .hyperkinesis autr:ition.

Selected References opt Environmental Quality as It' Relates"
to Health. A, recent °monthly index published, by :-trie
National' Library of. Medicine. Indexes 2,300 biomedical
publication§. Pollution, pesticides, drugs, ecology, and

,cenvirOnment are included. Humaii health is emphasized,
and magazines only are indexed.

4wial Sciences Index. For years piior to 1974, Use InternO-
. tional Index and Soeial Sciences & Humanities Index..

0-ver -270 tnillish-language periodicals covering anthro-
Pology, economics, enFironmental studies, medical sciences,
psychology, sociology.7

, ;

^ ,,Many major newspapers,.also provide indexes to their publica-
''. tions'. The New York Times, Cfiristian Science Monitor, Los

Angeles Times, and Wall Street Journal are all respected papers
with indexes availalile in many libraries. Also, there,are new organ-
izations which utilize computers for inierrhation retrieval on

V
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u+

selected topics. A sliding-scale° fee is charged the user for a hied
number of annotated bibliographic entries.

iources c
One .common prfablem shared with all indexes and abstracts is the
time lag between publication of the journals and listing in the
appropriate index. There is a gootl way to overcome this difficulty.
When research is begun in June, recent copies of frequently cited
periodicals should be-examined copy by copy. Not only will this
familiarize the student with a wide variety of material but it will
also provide the most recent evidence from sourees not yet listed
in tho indexes. Debaters can then be assigned to monitor a pre-
determined number of major journals, magazines, or newspapers
on a weekly basis. There are se al. riodicals which should be
continually reviewed in this manner. e are obvious and should
be covered on any year's topic. Time, ews and World Re-
po,t, Newsweek, Business Week, Nation', and F. tune are all-good
sources meeting a variety of needs for current information. In
addition, Current History devotes several issues to the debate
topic. There are also a nulnber of specific p "odicals which are

4 extremely relevant to the consumer topjc. A partial list would
include the following:

Advertising Age. A weekly publication devoted to news and
analysis of concern to commercial advertisers and the media ,

industry. It has been called the "bible': of the industry by
,

some commentators.
aradcasting. Andther weekly tabloid which reports issues of

, importance to the broadcast community. Topics of current
concern such as restrictions on advertising and FCC regula-
tions are discussed. ,

Chemical and Engineering News. A weekly magazine devoted to

, concerns of the chemical and engin& ng community. Issues
such as recombinant DNA, the Delaney clause, FQA rules
and regulations, and validity of studies ori carCinogenic,
or toxicsubstances are often covered.

4\.4.,..ensumer News. A publication of the Office of Contiumer
Affairs whichtepbrts on consumer issues facing other federal
ageniies. . _

Consumer Reports. This magazine is published each month by
the independent Gonsumer Union. Various test results on
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products are reported; articles dealing with important issues
of general concern to American consumers are featured.

F.D.A. Consumers. This is the official publication of the Food
and Drug Administration and covers issues of concern to that
agency. A good source supporting the government's position
and effort on such issues as over-the-counter drugs, drug test-
ing, food additives, and medical devices.

Journal ,of Consumer Affairs. One of the few academic publica-
tions 4evoted to, consumer issues. Lengthier and more schol-
arly arlicles on a variety of topics are typical.

Media and Consumer. This monthly magazine 4eportsron the
process of the advertising of products. Issues relating to the
basis of governmental policymaking are also covered.

The National Underwriter: Property and Casuality Edition.
This is a weekly magazine in newsiSaper format which.covers
issued of interest to the insurance industry. Aiticles on prod-
uct liability, tort action, regulatory reform, did auto safety
have appeared recently.

FinallY, a caution sounded y Professor Henderson in lasj year's
First Analysis bears repeatin

Those of you beginni to debate the new topic ,will want to
broaden your rea g, consider the implications lof this first

'-analysis, and cuss the potential implications with others.
A debater should never.rely upon a narrow base of Information,
whether it be a compilation of viewpoints similar to'First Analy-
sis, a single news source such as a news magazine, a debate quote
handbook, or the coach of a debate squad. Instead, ihe debater
'must broaden her or his understanding of the p4litical context
within which the subject is being debated, and then ixhibit that
understanding to the reasonable, prudent, thinkinit individual
who serves as jtjdge for the dbbate.8

This diversity of research is the foundation for a successful debate
season. A further step in the process of supporting argumentation
is selection of evidence.

Evidence -

Evidence, whether factufll or opinion, is nece'ssary to support posi-
tions taken on issues. The question is not whether evidence is
needed but rathei how it can be used correctly. This year's con-.
sumer-oriented resolutions will involve examination of empirical
data from different kinds of studies. For example,linimal studies

e.
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are used in extrapolating potential health hazards to humans, and

clinical and survey research have been useful in examining the

effects of Commercial advertising on target popula ions. It is
generally conceded that the average debaters kn wledge of
scientific methodology is weak. To remedy this def: lenc.y, stu-
dents should carefully read the section on, eviderice in debate
textbooks or introductory books on basic research Methods such

as Reading,Statistics and Research by Huck, Cormier, and Bounds.

In addition, all evidenceohould be examined for the expertise
and unbiased reporting of the author.. The ififOrmation also should

be timely and easily verifiable. Examples of such;evidence can be

found by examining the footnotes in the preceding chapters. Of

thuise, full source citations should be used whenever such infor-c
mation is to,be used in a debate mind.

An exaniple of a properly written file card is provided in
Figure 1.

(1) B7d

(2) Circumvention of Ad Ban

(3) ROBERT CHOATE, (4) Pres. of the Council on
Children, Media and Merchandising,
(5) Broadcasting, (6) March 19, 1979, (7) p. 80

If the FTC issues a rule which concerns Saturday
4 morning in the main, sponsors, advertisers,

(8) -anki broadcasters will increase their attention
to the non-Saturdiy period to escape any FTC
constraints.

(9) DC. 564 .

Figure 1. Thu number prefacing various parts of the sample ctird refer to the

following: (1) code number of section for refiling; (2) brig synopsis of the

content of the evidenee; (3) author of quotation; (4) authaies qualifications

or experience; (5) source; (6) date of publication; (7) page; (8) one central
concept of evidence; (9) initials of student researcher and consecutive number

of total evidence cards researched by this debater.

4.
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neb ters should become avevare of the regulations of their league
ambnts ,regarding the.editing cf evidence. Many

Id do well to carry a copy of the essential sour6es
ye case or important nekitiVe arguments in oider
clarify challenges to evidence. Particular problems
n evidence is paraphiased,ptk4en seeiningly
ation. is edited. out. As a gbneral practice, this

type of editing should be avoided.

75

and na ional to
competitors wo
for the affirma

.,to immediately
often atise
irrelevant inf

- 4.
The process of researching a debate topic is oegoifig and re-

quires constant att:ention. As evidence is accumUlated and "r4w
cases encountered, the need to continue tp brainstorm, rewiew,
and Updatesupport for arguments takes on increased importanbe.
Thete is atso need to fesearch likely. extensions for major argu-
ments, This reejuires the debater to consider more than one side
of any issue which will be itroduced int4 ktOund. The consumer
topic louches numerofteispues of concern to-many policAymakers
and voters. It should provide afewarding experierice for both the
debater and the audience. c,

Good luck during the upcoining year. If the First Analysis has
given you an informative ZiVrview of the topic, its goal has beer%
met,
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